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MEMORANDUM SE:GRE:I 
THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

- June 2, 1978 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT - ~ -

FROM:- ZBIGNIEW BRZE:ZINSKI~ 

SUBJECT: Speech on U.S.'-Soviet Relations 

I believe the speech should outline certain fundamental 
propositions regarding the relationship -- and not focus 
much·on current policy issues, be they SAL.T, human rights, 

_or Afri,ca. The public -- and 'the world -- need to be 
reminded that what is involved is "a long haul" pol.icy -
not a series of either quick fixes or dramatic sh1.fts. 
Your statemezlt on the "fundamental·s'1 would thus· provide 
the framework f.or your speci.fic policies, and reas,sure 
all conce-rned that the United States has a clear sense 
of direction. 

-
Anything you say will be scanned most carefully for ''soft" 
or "hard" ·signals, and this makes it all the more important 
that the tone be consistent with your own sense of measured 
determination. The press will be only too eager to f1.nd 
evidence of' a·new turn. 

As I see it, the central difficulty we confront -- one 
truly vital to our national future -- is the Soviet incli
nation to expl0it ,global turbulence for shortsighted gains, 
wnile engaging in a_ massive mili tanr buildup which iricreas
ingly gives it additional political leverag.~. This- s!llLl
lenge must be confronted-in a responsible way, which is 
ne.i.ther alarmist nor escapist. 

Accordingly, I attach two items: 

1. Some suggested language; 

2. Some conclusio.ns from a recent NIE dealing with 
g,rowing Soviet capabilities, and their poli ti.cal 
implications. 

DECLASSIFIED 
SECRET -~0. 12356, Sec. 3.4 ·--

PER . t.kc.. RE M -: (...(.. ).. ~ 
BY NARS,DAT(;\~\,£: 
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Some suggested language 

Today, I would like to speak briefly about a relationship 

that is central to world'peace -- the relationship between 

the world's two greatest powers, the United States and the 

Soviet Union. It is important that the American public, 

indeed the world at large, understand the sensitive and 

complex nature of that relationship; that all of us see 

it in a w1der historical perspective; and that our and 

Soviet conduct contribute to global stability and gradual 

accomma.da.tion. 

The American-Soviet relationship is often described by 

th.e word detente. But we and the Soviets need to understand 

clearly what is behind that s;ingle word. Otherwise, we run 

the risk o:f seemingly ag1reeing while in fact pursuing contra-

dietary and even conflicting policies. Recent events 

demonstrate that danger quite vividly •. 

Let me, therefore, put before you several basic propositions 

regarding our relations with the Soviet Union that guid~, me 

as I direct our national policy: 

Firs.t, I believe that detente to be stable, to be supported 

by the American people, and to be able to genuin~fwi.den the 

scope of accommodation must be truly recipr.bcal and comprehensive. 

Electrostatic·Copy Mad~ 
for Preservation Purposes 

DECLASSIFIED_ 
.0. 1 356, Sec. 3A 
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This means, ve·ry simply, that both sides must be guided by 

the same code of conduct; that each side must exercise restraint 

in troubled areas and turbulent times and in their military 

buildups; that both sides observe commitments recently under-

taken to widen cooperation, freedom of movement, and respec,t -for basic human rights. 

Secondly, we as a nation must also be aware that for deeply 

rooted historical reasons, our relations; with the Soviet Union 

will remain for a long time to come. both competitive and cooperative.:~;· 

Our histories, systems, and ideas are different. We can live 

we must live -- with these differences. But they do cause -- -
conflicting. aspirations and ambitions. 

The American people must, therefore, be prepared for the 

long haul.· It will take time to moderate Soviet ambitions 

both ideological and histo;jcal. The competition will go on 

for a long time, and we must be prepared-to compete persistently_ 

and patiently. We must avoid extreme swings in our public mood -
·i·from euphoria -- whenever we succeed in increasing the margins 

of cooperation -- to hostility -- whenever the compe.titive 

elements bec.ome more marked. 

Thirdly, we must be aware that the U.S.-Soviet relationship· 

is complicated by the very nature of global change. 
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The world is today undergoing the most profound transformation -
in its history. That is a complex and turbulent process. It -reflects the sudden political awakening of~n, and it is a 

p:rocess as pregnant with hope as it is laden with dangers. 

The united States wishes to promote a more just international - ·-· 
system. This is why we are so actively seeking to. mediate ·-conflicts in Africa, in the Middle East,.an:d in other parts of 

the world. This is why we are ready to seek ways to reform the 

international system'" 

At is·sue here is the Soviet approach. Frequently the Soviet 

Union has not been constructive in its response to this global 

change~ Too .often it .has sought to undermine moderation and to 

promote violent solutions-- either.directlyor through military 

proxies. This is why detente today appears strained. This is 

why we have to voice our concerns,. 

Fourthly, our long-term objective must be to moderate this 

pattern of behavior, to convince theSoviets of the long-term. 

-advantages· of cooperation, and of the c.ost_:! of uni,lateral and 

tactically shortsighted behavior. The hard and unpleasant reality 

is that. the Soviet Union has in recent years engaged in a sustained 

effort resulting in a massive military buildup, beyond any obvious 

defense needs and that it is beginning to employ its military -
leverage more directly f.or pol.i tical purposes. Through our own 

c SECRi:'P-
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defense efforts, through our own political respo:nse we must 

seek and we will. -- to disabuse the Soviet Union of any notion 

that military supremacy is attainable or exploitable. 

We seek .a world of peace without victory for either side; 

· Soviet conduct gives rise to concern that its goal is victory 

without war. What we both must understand.is that only a world 

o.f . diversity -- social, political, and ideological -- can be a 

world of genuine, cooperation.among so many nations and cultures. 

Our principal concern ills how to shape a world which is more 

responsive to mankind's desire for .social justice, for political 

self-determination, and for basic human rights. It is to this 

c.~ntral goal that my Administration is dedicated. 

This brings me to my fifth and· last fundamental: our role in the 

world. We can be confident about the future if we are resolute 

in our conduct.. Our military strength, our economic potential, 
4 ' 

our scientific and intellectual creativity have no peer. The 

world also is more responsive to our preference for pluralism 

over hegemony. We mus·t, . therefore, remain construct± vely engaged -··. 
in seeking, to widen our cooperation with the new force's in the 

world -- countries that I have rec.ently visited -- as well as 

many others, including notably the People's Republic of China. 

Our objective·is not domination but cooperation, and the -
Soviet Union should not see that objective as directed at itse]f. -

-SElCRE'f • 
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Our role in the ·wocrlcl is to create a framewor.k for international. 
-----...;._ 

cooperation which trans.cends :i~eological qrtacial br cu·ltural 

divisions in a world that cannot be shcq>~h on th.e basis of a.· . 
...,..;...:...:....;....;..__;....;,....;. __ ~_ .... _ -- ·,·. . ----- ··- . ~ 

·single model~ This country is prepared to 6c)opera1:e with all' -
. .. . . . . 

we are . particularly dedic.ilted towards· the attainmem-t of g.enuine 

self-:deterinination and majority rule in tho~e parts of the world 
. . . 

where these goals are yet .to be attained. America .. has. alw~ys 

stood for change, arid it continues to stan& for p~aceful _change 
.. . 

in a wo-rld that is undergoing a deeper and more rapid change 

than at any point in its colle~tive history~ 

It is, in that coi1text that we ~ill continue. to seek a sta:ble, 
. . 
reciprocal~ and.comp~ehensive.detente with the Soviet. Union. 
,___ ...... -· , .· . •. ·. . . . . , . .. ' . . . . ·. . ·-·. , . . . 

We will aegotiate constructively and .pers,is.t.E:mtly for a: Strategic 
. . .. 

Arms. Limitation Agreement. 
. . . . 

mutual interest.· We do not impose other conditions on· it, but 

we cannot ignore also the fac-t that tensions .and conflicts in 
.. - --
our relationship are found to complicate our quest for the agree..; 

ment.. This is .n·ot a matter of pre-ference but of f•act •' -
We will continue to urge restraint in areas of tension, and 

we will coope-rate with the countries concerned to maintain 
----· ~ . I 

international peace. We will increa-se, if necessary, our defenses 

to matqll the· challenge that. is being imp~sed ori us. Above all, 

we will remaincoristant. ---'- --~ 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 2, 1978 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: JERRY DOOLITTLE, RICK HERTZBERG rz.·,k_ 

SUBJECT: Annapolis Speech 

In the absence of the Brzezinski, Turner and Brown 
recommendations, we have put together the attached 
largely on the basis of Secretary Vance's memo. It 
is not a formal outline, but rather what seemed like 
a logical sequence of thoughts to follow in framing 
the speech. Each would be expanded upon, and 
strengthened with specific examples. Rick will be 
standing by Sunday afternoon on your return . 

... ·· 
l 



R.Hertzberg-J.Doolittle 
6/2/78 

SUGGESTED OUTLINE FOR ANNAPOLIS SPEECH 

1. Annapolis graduates ar~ about to take up their role 
as officers in the defense establishment of what is, 
without doubt, the strongest nation in the world. 

2. It is important for them to understand the nature of 
that strength -- both in the military sense and the non
military sense. 

3. Part of the leqacv of the last ten years -- and 
especially of the £rustrations of the Vietnam experience 
is a feeling shared by many Americans that America has 
grown weak. This feeling is largely the result of 
psychological factors. The reality is that America is 
enormously strong. 

4. Our military strength is at its peak. (Here would 
follow a fairly graphic description of American military 
might, both nuclear and conventional.) 

5. Militarily, the Soviet Union is also strong. Although 
our nuclear arsenal is in many ways superior to theirs, 
the two are, in a practical sense, equal, in that either 
country could devastate the other in a huclear ~xchange. 
The Soviet Union has built up its conventional forces 
as well -- a fact that our military planning, and NATO's, 
takes into account. But it should be remembered that 
the Soviets' military strength comes at the expense of 
other aspects of national strength. In the Soviet Union, 
resources are heavily concentrated in the military area, 
leaving them thin elsewhere. We are responding, in a 
measured way, to this Soviet buildup. There is no reason 
to fear that we cannot more than hold our own. 

6. What is too often lost sight of is that American 
strength is across the board. In terms of economic, 
agricultural, political, and cultural health, we are 
unparalleled -- and these strengths contribute greatly 
to our national security. 

7. Our relationship with the Soviet Union is highly 
complex. Because of the divergences in our values, we 
have been in competition with them, and this will continue. 
But because both countries share a life-or-death interest 
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in preventing nuclear war or any large-scale confronta
tion, there have been and will be important areas of 
cooperation. At any given time, the relationship will 
reflect both aspects. 

8. A SALT agreement would be advantageous to both sides 
(and indeed to the entire human race) , and we will 
vigorously pursue it. In the absence of such an agree
ment, an escalated nuclear arms race would result. There 
is no question about our ability to equal or surpass the 
Soviets in such a race, or about our will to do so. But 
we must recognize that such a race would not enhance the 
security of either side. On the other hand, an agreement 
would enhance the security not only of our own country, 
but of the entire world. It would maintain the strategic 
balance, while lessening tensions and the danger of war, 
and it would free resources for other military and non
military purposes. Therefore, we will pursue SALT 
regardless of other irritants in Soviet-American relations. 

9. However, this is not to s~y that we will ignore Soviet 
adventurism and misbehavior, or that we will fail to 
respond to it. Our responses will be precise. They will 
be directly related to the provocation in question. They 
will be taken with a view to which a~pects of Soviet 
behavior can be changed, and whic~ cannot. These 
responses inblude: (list of types of responses). 

10. We cannot entirely eliminate the competitive aspects 
of the relationship. To insist that detente be perfect 
is to ensure that competition in any area will prejudice 
the possibility of progress in other areas. But we will 
oppose military adventures which worsen conflicts, go 
beyond reasonable defensive efforts, or provoke bloodshed 
in order to gain political advantage. 

11. One of the few inherent "advantages" the Soviets have 
is that they can pursue foreign policy without regard to 
domestic public opinion. This is because their system 
contains no mechanisms whereby public opinion can effect 
policy, and because state control of all organs of infor
mation makes it easy for public opinion to be manipulated 
regardless of the facts. We neither have nor want that 
"advantage." Indeed, one of the greatest strengths of 
our system is that public policy must have the weight of 
public opinion behind it. 

12.· But this means that other countries must understand 
that American foreign policy is not made solely by a few 
officials at the top, but by a process that includes 
Congress and the people. The Soviets, in particular, 
must bear in mind the affect of their actions on American 
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public opinion. This is not linkage in the sense that 
this Administration will draw away from a SALT agreement 
because of Soviet actions in other areas. It is merely 
a reminder of American political reality. 

13. We should not be surprised that the Soviets are,trying 
to expand their influence. in the Third World. In 
responding to tho.se efforts, we must avoid two traps: 
the trap of imagining that we must not respond at all, 
and the trap of responding in an imprecise or overly 
general way. The first would needlessly aid the Soviets 
in their expansionist fantasies; the second would 
needlessly rule out agreements that are in our national 
interest. 

14. The path we have chosen instead is to strengthen our 
friends, so that they will be less vulnerable to Russian 
influence. Southern Africa is an example, as is Zaire 
and other countries of Western Africa. The sale of 
defensive arms to Israel, Egypt and Saudi Arabia is 
another. More and more nonaligned states are coming to 
share our views about Soviet and Cuban activities in 
Africa. We are confident that these activities will 
come to be seen increasingly for what they are -
affronts to national pride and the independence of 
the new nations. 

15. Finally, in the long run, we are confident that the 
strengths of our economy, cultural life, technology, and 
political freedom will not only ensure our own safety and 
security, in tandem with a judicious strengthening of 
our military power, but will also increasingly come to 
serve as a model for nations seeking the best path to 
development and a fulfilling life for their people. 

# # # 
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ANNAPOLIS S•PEECH INTRO 

It's good to be back. 

I stand before you this morning as living 

proof of something I heard the day I graduated from 

the-Naval Academy, back in June of 194f6. The speaker 

that day was Admiral of the Fleet Chester w. Nimitz, 

then the Chief of Naval Operations. He told us that 

our standing in the class precedence list would not 

necessarily affect our chances of future advancement 

to the highest echelons of command. 
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Unlike my friend Stan Turner, I have found 

that to be perfectly true. 

The point Admiral Nimitz was making is that 

your superior officers will pay more attention to 

your performance of du.ty than to your position on 

the list. He quoted a former anchor man as saying 

to him, "It takes more real ability to stand anchor 

than it does first, for if you miss first you come out 

second, but if you miss anchor you come out a civilian." 

I missed bo,th first and anchor, but, after some 

delay, I carne out a civilian anyway. 

I reluctantly left the Navy after seven years 

of service as an officer. Nevertheless, I found that 

the Academy was excellent training for the career I 

eventually did choose. 
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As a Plebe, I learned how to move fast under 

conditions of little sleep and highly irregular meals. 

I also learned how to give a speech even if I didn't 

happen to feel like it, and how to.bear up under 

unrelenting criticism. These skills turned out to be 

very useful to me when I became a Presidential candidate. 

When I achieved the glorious status of an upper-

classman, I learned that you shouldn't get too puffed 

up by the deference you receive from those who may be I 
! 

below you in the chain of coilunand. It's usually more 

a function of the position than of your personal 

qualities. When I became President, this knowledge 

made it easier for me to dispense with some of the pomp 

and ceremony of the office. 

In general, I have found the world to be a 

much less orderly and predictable place than the 

Naval Academy. Still, the two do have a few things 
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in common. As Midshipmen Will and McAlpine* are · 

learning -- and as Walter Cronkite and I have known 

for years -- the anchor man may not get quite as many 

honors a·s the man at the top, but the pay is considerably 

better. 

But in all seriousness, I congratulate the men 

of the class of '78, from top to bottom. I know how 

proud you feel today, and how proud your families are. 

Your education has just begun, but it will rest on the 

firm foundation you have built here. And you have laid 

the groundwork for a career that can be as rewarding 

and challeng.ing as any in the world. 

As officers in the modern Navy, you will be, 

actors in a worldwide political and military drama. 

You will be called upon not only to master the 

technicalities of military science and leadership, but 

* Midshipman Jonathan E. Will is first in the class of 
'78; Midshipman William F. McAlpine is anchor. 
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also to have a sensitive understanding of the inter-· 

national context in which the Navy operates. 

I would like this morning to talk to you about 

one of the most impor.tant aspects of that international 

context -- the relationship between the world's two 

greatest powers, the United States and Soyiet Union. 

That relationship is central to world peace. 

It is important for the world, for the American public, 

and for you as future leaders of the Navy to understand 

its cot:nplex and sensitive nature,. 

.) 
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The relationship between the world's two greatest 

j wers -- -the United States and the Soviet Union -- is 

entral to world peace. It is important that that world, 

the American public, ·and you as future leaders of the 

Navy understand the complex and sensitive nature of this 

relationship. 

bt,.J- J- kN ~1'1-vt-

. The wor,!ff. "d'ete~te" is often used,~d it is 

· Jtf(~ f{M~ fo ok~ pUf'ltJ. ':!+ t'~ itV-ft}l-~~ 
necessary to comprehend some of the meanings of this 

.fw. J!../ 1-, {J€' dtPA ofuv..(- /Jw.f &ve 1/At.(ll... 6; lk) W?.vc1. 
single world] Detente, to. be stable, to be supported 

by the American people, and to be a basis for widening 

the scope of cooperation, must be truly reciprocal,.and 

not selective. Both nations must exercise restraint 

&«... 
in troubled areas and in turbulent times. n~~ must 

honor meticulously agreements which have been reached 
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to widen cooperation and mq.tual restraint in arms 

.U....e ~t 
limitation, {freedom o'!) movement of people, the expression 

of idea~ and{]~ the protection of human rights. 

We must realize that, for a very long time, our 

relationship with the Soviet Union will be {foth cooperative 

· (T+ _ ~ ~-n·~ is i1l v., MA·:.~~ 
an~ competitive. i"'~&.J Cf> des~c.,(,·~ ()kd poft~;tl " 

dis~.l"~{.. 1\Jt V'f l"'*' (1\.o rlM r ~v ~ ~ w ~ 
UDf~ ~.f wtll. 

Our social and political systems, our histories, 

our ideas and aspirations are dif·ferent, and weGili) {lAtAJ(-

\V\.1' 
and§usjJ continue to live \vith those differences. 

1vJ- \Ve ~&A;k.Lf- C\l ~· J e. ~~ UwJ.f &..'F.fvtt..~ e .s 
(!hey do, howeve~ create conflicting national ambitions 

and policies. 

We must be prepared to deal with these differences 

we ~"'' ,_ 
persistently and patiently for many years~nd ~avoid 

~~(04 
extreme swings in our public moo~ from euphoriaA~na a~ 

~ exaggerated sense of compatibility Gn the one han~ to 

~spair an~ hostility'& the otheiJ 

~M~~~ 'hw(Jr f1f 
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Qv.f'w ~ .fQfJ,~f ~L.t. (VJG<i h 
~ cL-ct-cr, ~~c-t- Otv} t·l; ..1-Do L 

rtccl' o~((tr ww:IL 

~fle.ft'j ~r .f 
todayGndergoini) the 

{j) -IL'{ w...rt c:\ ~ ~ ' 
c)r-c~,r.l e J 

most rapid and ~.{l(:L 
bc~vl'.--

The world is 

profound transformatio~in i tsristory -- an inherently 

complex and turbulent process which tends to exacerbate 

the innate differences between the Soviet Union and our 

country. 

The awakening among people around the world to 

new prospects for political freedom and economic progress 

is a process as pregnant with hope as it is laden with 

dang_ers. How we deal with this evolying challenge can 

determine whether or not we are successful in achieving 

t~Jf,"4 
Gorl~ peace. 

Our long term obj:ective must be to convince the 

Soviets of the advantages of cooperation and of the costs 

of disruptive behavior. 

Tt.-J..,-il.' cJ 
]?1>~:1!1•\..·.-h·,: ... 

lf'JN~I 
vJrr "f, 
Ur 

~?~ttl 
~ )(((.\<- ·. 

~t .. ~~u 
~ h·.v,. 

9~{. 
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Neither the u.s. nor the Soviet Union should 

entertain the notion that military supremacy can G:ithe~ 
~ "'"'·/ .. /M~ ~~~Jt ic.. d..( ,All_ ~ 

b 
. d 1\ 1. . 1 . d a./ll#- \.AI'"-e a tta1.ne ') or po 1. t1.cally exp 01. te . 

iJ- t~t WDrlcl 6-f ;.ue ~t-tvJf ~ 

We seek a world of peace. (E.e seei} a world tpiJ 
u ,tl\~·+r 

" diversity -- social, political and idealogicaLG-

. . ;" ~e~ 
since we believe tha£] ~lyllsuch a world canl\be G world 

oiJ genuine cooperation among many nations and cultures. 

Our principal concern isf§2w tj hel[~1;pe a 

of peer!~ Qwtl1 ".P..,Gvt 
world which is more responsive to the desir~for 

economic well-being and social justice, political 

self-determination, peace, and{ioiJbasic human rights. 

l.oJe can be confident about the future/f we are 

consistent and resolute in our conduct. 

I 
! 
I 

r 
! 

I 
I 

I 
I 
• I 
f 
i 
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4Jk -h 1-t Cq Ia 
We desire to dominate no one. We will€emain 

constructively engaged ii} widen~ our cooperation 

with the positive new forces in the world. 

We want to increase our friendship, not only 

with the Soviet Union but also with the emerging nations, 

with the countries in Eastern Europe, and with the 

People's Republic of China. We are prepared to 

cooperate with all nations, regardless of their systems 
f' 

or ideologies. We are particularly dedicated to the 

attainment of genuine self-determination and majority 

rule in those parts of the world where these goals 

are yet to be attained) 

Ge are eager to effect peaceful change, and 0 
r'i fl.. r'~ J'w..it 

'lhis~context;we wi 11 continue to seek a stable, and 

reciprocal, detente with the Soviet Union • . 
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We will negotiate constructively and persistently 

for a fair Strategic Arms Limitation agreement. We 

hav.e no desire to link this negotiation with other. 

compe,ti ti ve relationships nor to impose other special 

conditions on the process. In a democratic society, 

however, where public opinion is an integral factor 

in the shaping and implementation of foreigR policy, 

we cannot pretend that tensions and sharp conflicts 

in our mutual relationship brought about by threats 

to peace will not complicate the quest for an agreement. 

This is not a ma.tter of our preference but a recognition 

of the fact. 

We will always urge restraint in areas of tension, dt"d 

support multinational or regional organizations dedicatd 

u ~ RAt-..s..f- ~·"'- ~·£...., ,v--
to peace, {;nd we wi:.f} increase as necessary"' our defenses 
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to match any challenge which confronts us or our allies. 

Above all, we will remain constant in our commitment to 

the principles which h.ave insured the greatness of our 

nation .. 

.,.-0 strong de.fense is crucial because it provides 

·-t / 
~\ ~if us not only safety but a position from which to 

.,p.. ,..c 
jtt ~.(. 

J_t ~ negotiate for improv~d relations and for a mutually 
-1"- o-'U. 

·~~'.Mv-_j 
f. v•.- 0 lower level of nuclear and conventional armament~ 

[ c,Jrt 

Both our Allies and our potential adversaries 

must see our strength and be sure of our national will. 

rx am convinced that the Soviets do not want war. 

~ /,tiM:ftJ t~.J tNd ~ Sirvttl- iAMA'II- awN 

(:'hey were o~ allies in the Second World Wa'l.\ 

find they suffered the 

... A~ P.Jb~ bf~ 
Amassive conflic~fith 

terrible consequences of tha£/ 

Pup~ Jrtai. 
the loss oi] 20 million Soviet"{[ive~. 

~·II lAW 

cg~ 
<j/ ~ ~tA.Of- I:Jt(tPiN; ~ 

___ ":__-:_-:__-::_- I eA~e})! 
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One of the great historical accomplishments of 

the U.S. Navy was to guide and protect the tremendous 

shipments of armaments and suppl.ies from our country 

to Murmansk and other Soviet ports in support of our 

joint effort to meet the Nazi threat. > I IJIIP1t:r Mw.. f!>Je :j.. 

At the end of that war the~ were alread"i] strong 

~ ~cl l~ J\1\cltd ~ H~'!eA 1-.i::J 4~se.(vtt. 
political differences ~etweeru our two countries. 1\ The 

~ Srfl.-.~ * ~o/J f6kft~ r~~"J~1 's 
Soviets did not disarm as we did. ~r monopoly on nuclear 

~·}r.hu~ r~IL J M.t N-114~ 'I It, ~M-1 ~lt6.v.~offcl dtAAi'~ ~ uWl · 1\1( s~lv/-
. k ex_plosives ended in 1949, and ~:mr dominant nuclear 
/fA{ ~ 1'V ffl<' ~ ptRf{e ,Jlw le ht.tf i.AI)J ,~, M- ~rlt, ~f ~f> ~ ~ tOw! J 

advantaqe was overcome early in this decad~ WAA ~ to ~ 
~\ ~~w JekA.w...·~ ~~ ~ &lwvt N>-J tkt.8Jr {!A...".,_ (l...t. f"I'-Ttu/. "'JrhJc.l. 

we tlr-akdt(l W'4>'U1W flo\lfAf it... l)J\~M)'>.s ~ t,.e,cJ llfet. ~ rr.~./ ~..1 ~s So 
M ~ ~JN- N~ ~ ~~ V?)V~JPJ '8 f.t)~ • I 

(Ee now maintain rougly equivalent nuclear strengtEJ 

r~AJe . 
an"a 'have continued to seek mutual accommodation with 

the Soviet Union as demons·trated by the Austrian Peace 

Treaty, the Quadripartite Agreement in Berlin, the 

termination of nculear testing in the atmosphere, joint 



.- I . i 
} : .i 

. ;~ '1.Mp~ 'f'?~}MYI '"~"!.~~)~ ~ 
f""? ~ ~ ~ 1.f'Jd() ~;p, p--14 'bhbl 

J 'fvrr1 ,. 1'11?~ ;y, tr? q 'P"' l1 ~ ),1 od (I~ 0 p ~ ~ 
~V' ~if- ?JJ4A ~~ "'?( F~ ct (p~' 

PMYlc?~M ~~ Y'J 
1;f~IP ~t 7 f~~ ,_~ 

~ ~ ~ 1.nh ·iJHud ~ ~·J., VJJ 
I'~\..,~~.... I"' . I . 

f>q_ IJ _wrl,. ~-,. ft}f rJP.) ~d 'f h Yl ~ ?f l1J -~ 'j 

~- . 

i i 
. -- ,_,.~, ... . "i ,, ~;~ 

I 
! r 
i' 
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scientific explorations in space, the Anti-Ballistic 

Missile Treaty, and Interim Agreement on Strategic 

SALT II agreement, ·a comprehensive test ban, reductions 

in conventional arms transfers to other countries, the 

prohibition of attacks on satellites, an agreement to 

stabilize the level of forces deployed in the Indian 

Ocean, and increased trade, scientif.ic and cultural. 

exchange. 

(insert paragraph from 
Brzezinski on why these 
e-fforts are important and 
worthwhile.) 

! 

I 
! 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
' ' ~ 
f • 

(' ~~ 

· .. ·.· ........ ·---
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SUGGESTED INSERT TO PRESIDENTIAL SPEECH.; after paragra)l~ ~ 

We must be prepared and willing to explore these and-~~ 
avenues of cooperat~:on despite the. basic issues which divide us. 

The risks of nuclear war alone propel us in this direction. The 

world has 1 ived uncomforta,bly for almost thi:rty-three years with 

the existence of nuclear weapons. We have little real understanding 

of the impact of these weapons on the pol itica 1 process in peace or 

their application to combat i:n war. Their n11mbers a_nd destructiyr.__ 
ftC_o.):- ~ ~ . ..,...., 

'P?;•"!~ 1 ~~·~ ~·~ im:r~L~:t~r~;,_~~ s~ ..,__ I 
some ot~:i4lli as:r: e~eems t~~pt!ct for . 

leaderstnp 1n the wo-rld demands that we take the initiati.ve nr 

~g-th-i-s--particulat a.rms ra€€--Under cor:~trol. 

Beyond this, improved trade, technological exchange and cu.ltural 

interplay are among many i:IJ1Tiediate and positive benefits of 

cooperation. Even though we may ben·efit least, we have an obligation 

to act on -our fundamental conviction that improving the well being 

and quality of life for all mankind can only promote peace and 

ha:rmony. That again is the responsibility of leadership. 



.. 
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'/ltek ,[~-In GdtJftMJk rk w~ 
/£tere ar;} however, 1 significant differences 

l,..o. ~ V'2lJ. s t ~e. 
. . ··~ between us and the Soviet Union ~aused by conflictiniJ 

ideolo~, domestic attitudes, and aspirations for the 

future. 
~,..,{-

These differences ~haul~ be clearly understood 

by the American people because such understanding 

provides a base on which we will build our political 

and military policy. 

What are these differences? 

To the Soviet Union, detente seems to mean a 

continuing struggle for advantage and influence by 

a variety of means. 

{ji;weve;a the Soviets apparently see {i.rox) military 

p\.4d ·~ 
power.( mili ta.ry action .2;;) military assistance as the 

best means of expanding their influence abroad. 
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Obviously, areas of instability provide a focus 

for their effort, and they always seem to be ready and 

willing to take advantage of any such opportunity. 

IJf~t. &ff~ 

As [as obvio~ in Korea, Angola and Ethiopia, 

they prefer to use proxy forces to fight their battles. 

To other nations the Soviet military buildup 

appears to be excessive -- far beyond any legitimate 

requirements for de£ense of themselves or their allies. 

For more than fifteen years th~y hav,maintained a 

strong commitment to this program of military growth, 

investing as much as 13% of their g.ross national product 

in military expenditures. They now have a massive 

military capability and this sustained growth continues. 

Their gross abuse of basic human rights in their 

own country in violation of the agreement reached at 
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Helsinki {i:ause;u condemnatidn {§:hroughout t§ freedom'-' 

Uoving worli}. 

The Soviet Union attempts to export a totalitarian 

and repressive fo'rm of government, resulting in a 

f):.q~ . '~~:s~e ,( , r!e~a l,~ ~ ~A.;Cflt~vs ~ lett, dl 

closed society. cpp.>t cfu\..
1 

t'V.r:/ ·fl..r ~e ~~ ~ ~lP J 

tANU~e -/l-11'v-- ~sletc. ,~ D~J-Ci. ~r.- P"Vtd ~ tJf'(A... AJ~c(-
Jo tf,.tet dN-lteAr~ J ~·ll d(J(JV'?rll~ .fw-r,. 

Some of th~ characteristics and goals create 
I i1'v-" 

problems for the Soviets themselves. form of 

·~ 

government is becoming increasingly unattractive to 

ot~er nations, so that even Harxist-Leninist groups 

no longer look on the Soviet Union as a model to be 

emulated. 

':. 

("~0 . ") C OllllTI\:1 RoC!:. E 1+1 
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Many non-aligned countries are becoming concerned 

~ ~-/1-~ 
that thei~ movement~.being subverted :by Cuba, which 

~Nll' 

is obviously closely aligned with and dependent upon 

the Soviet Union for economic sustenance and for 

political and military guidance and direction. 

Outside the tightly controlled bloc, the Soviets 

have little political compatibility with otf.er nations. 

Their cultural bonds with others are few and frayed. 

f?k'v-. fJ. I 2. 

Gl though the Sovi.ets have the second largest 

economic system in the world, the rate of growth of 

this system has reached a very low level, and their 

standard of living does not compare favorably with 

that within other nations of.equivalent developmenQ 

Agricultural production still remains a serious 

problem for the Soviet Union, so that in times of 

, 
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l 
I 
i 

. t 
average or adverse crop growing conditions they must 

I 
turn to us or to other nations for food suplies. l 

We need not, therefore, be overly concerned 

about our ability to compete and to outperform the 

Soviets. There is certainly no cause for alarm. 

- 1 AJ!Erlr B -
Our military capability i.s second to none on 

earth; our industrial base and productivity are 

unmatched in the \'lorld; our technolo.gical capacity 

is superior to all others; our alliances with other 

free nations are strong and growing stronger. We · 

are surrounded by friendly neighbors and wide seas. 

i'>'\.~~ 
Our{f.ocietcillstructure is stable and cohesive,[ind our 

government policy is bi-partisan and continuoui;J 

Americans are pragmatists, and we approach our problems 

calmly, with common sense and confidence. Our 



• 
\ ~\..r-{ 

We are also strong because of what we stand for as 

a nation: The realistic chance. for every individual to 

build a better life; .freedom from arbitrary exercise of 

government power; the-right of every individual to 

speak freely, to pafticipate fully, and to share political 

power. 

These incandescent principles remain the most powerful 

ideas in the world. They make us strong. And they help 

make our foreign policy strong. 

Our work for human rights makes us part of an inter-

national tide, growing in force. We are strengthened by 

being a part of it. 

America will remain strong in the world as long as d ..... f' 

.foreift'\ Pc)l•"dt! ~ ptt'Ylt :VI•~ ~~ oiAr ,., ~rl«-" 
'~ are true to Qdl.l=s~l ue~ 

·~ 

f 
r ~' 
;, ,. 
~ ' 

;·. ,. 

:'-1 
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philosophy is based on pe_rsonal freedom, the most 

powerful of all ideas, and our democratic way of life 

warrants admiration and emulation by other people. 

The political trends seem to be good. (For the first 

time, all the member nations of NATO are democracies.) 

. LA .S 
One {9.f ouiJ goal/which is being accomplished is 

to expand our circj.le of friends among other nations 

in Africa, the Mid East, Latin America, Asia and 

Europe. We do not recognize the hegemony of any nation 

within these reg<ions. 
~ ~t {1A~~J~ 

a;.~~ ':I . ~() ~ U..t"""' 

~·f( C\H~ff ~i {--
t ...... ~~,_ ") ~ \M)r A-

otV- • SC"( ... "f 

Because of our military and political strength, c.tet...r(,_ 
v .. 

we are in a unique position to help move the wor.ld ~~ . 

dltJ 
toward peace. Our enormous economic strength is also 

a major potential influence for the benefit of others~ 

Our ~ross national product exceeds that of all 

nine nations in the European Economic Community, and 
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is more than twice as gr·eat as that of the Soviet 

Union. Additionally, we are now learning how to us.e 

our resources more wisely, creating a new harmony 

between our people and our environment. . 

Our analysis of American military strength also 

furnishes a basis for confidence. 

~l.e t..J.M'kcl. ~fet ~ Ito !tvcef- ~~ 
We know that neither Gatio~ can launch a nuclear 

attack on the other without s'uffering a devastating 

Je.c Mn.,· ~\~ 
counterattack which would("s:rippl~ the ~cietai) 

Svc..t~ t.J)...Ait l~w ( .. (>J .fl..e 
structure of the@rigina:Qattack{iJlg powe.fJ. 

Although the Soviets have more missile launchers 

and greater throw-weight, the United States has more 

warheads, generally greater accuracy, more bombers,. 

a more balanced nuclear force, better submarines and . 
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anti-submarine warfare capability. 

~:t- .ftw..-.t'r t>F 
The fact is tha~&i th] esiS!ential nuclear equivalence, 

the conventional military forces have an increasing 

~~\~ ./l.e IA.l 
importance. Thelfapabili ty of (9ursel ve.iJ and our allies 

is adequate to meet any forseeable. threat. 

A successful SALT agreement, which we are 

working to achieve without delay, will leave us with 

equal but lower nurnbe.rs of missile launchers and 

missiles with multiple warheads. We envision in 

SALT III an even greater mutual reduction. 

It is likely that each side tends to 

exaggerate the relative military capability of 

the other. Accurate analyses are important as a 

basis for making decisions for the future. 

I 
I 
I 

I 
! 
i 
j 
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False or excessive estimates· or reports of 

Soviet strength or of American weakness contributes 

to the effectiveness of Soviet .propaganda efforts. 

For example, recent news reports of military 

budget proposals for the u.s. Navy ignored the fact 

that we have the highest defense budget in history 

and that the largest :.Jortion of this will go to the 

Navy. When small costal vessels are included in the 

totals, the statistics appear to show a Soviet 

advantage in number of ships, but the fact is that 

in major seagoing warships the United States enjoys 

a numerical advantage and in totalc:::-. 
tonna~e of warships. In designJ technology, enginnering, 

quietness and easy access to the open seas we fare 

even better. 
-1 
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Let there be no doubt about our present and 

future strength. It would be a mistake for anyone 

to confuse l1r/heal thy self-criticism and free debate 

which are essential in a democracy with Iii the:i) confusion, 

weakness or despair. 

developments might we expect from 
}watqf .·~tl 

existing American policy toward the Soviet UnioniJ J~le,y:; 
. 1\.,. ~ 

~~) • 

We will maintain a sustained real growth with 

a prudent increase in military spending, keyed to 

NATO and mobile forces and an undiminished presence 

in the Pacific. We and our Allies must and will be able 

to meet any foreseeable challenge to our security from 

strategic nuclear forces or from conventional forces. 

America has the capability {§i!d wi IlJ to honor this comrni t-

rnent without excessive sacrifice by the people of our 
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Looking beyond our ~lliances, we will try to 

strengthen worldwide and regional organizations 

dedicated to enhancing international harmony, such 

as the United Nations, Organization of American States, 

and the Organization for African Unity. 

-
We will honor the legitimate desire of people 

and nations for peace, independence, majority rule, 

-equality of oppoxtuni ty, basic human rights, and (;;_he 

honoring oj]recognized national boundaries. We_will 

pro.vide aid bilaterally and through multinational 

~"'-V..y; ~ p~h ur- ~ ~~ ~ 
organiza tions(to furthe.£1 the reali.zation of these hopes. 

We will attempt to prevent the proliferation of 

kvW 
nuclear weapons among nations not,( having this capability. 



.~. ~·'. 

r 
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Let me s:.:unmc.rize briefly the objectives of our 

African policy. We, like our African friends, want to 

see an Africa that is free of the dominance of outside 

powers, free of the bitterness of racial inj·ustice, free 

of conflic.t, and free of the burdens of poverty, hunger 

and disease. We are convinced that the best way to work 

towards these objectives is through affirmative policies 

that recognize African realities and African aspirations. 

The growing military involvement of the Soviet Union 

and Cuba in Africa could deny this African vision. -we--
.~b oo!L P="';ril·L <c.xt.r(.l.~oJ..or~ ..:,..,r{v~ ~ 1}-1,..-...·~ .... ,...,,<..!..t..., 
cannot object when African nations call fo1: help in-the 

v~ )l~l ~ ~, 
defense of tl:l.eir borae'f:'s. We are cooperating :in tne 

answer to such a call fro1n--z.a.k-e. But we-~n and do 

object when such actions seem devoted less. w finding. 

peace than to fanning the flames of conflict. 

I urge again that all other powers join us in emphasiz-

ing the works of peace rather t·han the weapons of war in 

their as·sistance to Africa. Let the Sovie.t Union join 

us in seeking a peaceful and speedy transition to majority 

rule in Rhodesia and Namibia. Let us see e.fforts to 

resolve peacefully the conflic.ts in Eritrea and Angola. 

Let us all work not to divide and seek domination in Africa, 

but to help Africa find the fulfillment of its great 

potential. 

I 

' i 
l 

I 
l 
I 
' 
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\'le will seek peace, better communication and 

understanding, cultural and scientific exchange, and 

increased trade with the Soviet Union and other nations. 

With our economic, military and political 

strength we will attempt to convince the Soviet Union 

that a peaceful route into the future is be,st for us 

__.. 
all. ~1stained world peace can be our greatest 

nt achievement~ 

# 

Jb..sr ~ l4.?0 ~ 1)1;-(e 

cJ, .rfclt> t1Vll J.t ·f~u r, 

1o J·(Jl·~ 
-h ~w 

r:: ~t 

,f-u Je /kJl-J 

f#u'r,c_ 
Lv\.,, 

J.w':J ~ J uM J!", 

W p~ h> Jr>iL. ~e(W.t ~, ci"JpJ~ 
JA(AwvcPJ J .fv ~(' ~ fr,.J ~-w.~c/ 
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OfFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGT.ON, D.C. 20301 

May 30, 1978 

MEMORANDUM FOR JIM FALLOWS 

E'ncliosed in outline form are Sec'r.etary Brown's 
suggestions for the President's address at the Naval 
Academy. 

G. Kester 
Sp_eci a 1 As·sls tant 

Enclosure 



Outll ne of 
Presidential .Address 

at 
U.S. 'Nava 1 Academy 

~- U.S. position tn the world--strengths 

A. Strong economically 

B. Political cohesion 

C. Military strength 

D. P·rosperous, talented people 

E. Opportunity for each persoh to use talents to fullest 

F. Leader of t·he free world 

G. Champion of human rights 

I I. Role of ~ilitary forces 

A. Remem~er that nationa1 secur1ty does not rest on military 
forces al:one--yet they~ a sine~~· 

B. Soviets have steadily built Up their miHta·ry forces, wh;ile 
we have not; now we need to do so, too. 

C. Strategic forces--we insist on rough equivalence, to ensure 
there will be no temptation fo.r Sov;iets to start nuclear war. 

D. Conventional forces--are even more important In a time of 
:rough nuclear parity. Conventional .. forces become th·e lever 
by which powe·r Is exe re'i sed. 

E. National security, Including military security, Is and will 
a lw.ays be the overrl d;i ng pr i.or i ty. We w i l1 make whatever 
adjustments are necessary, .and whatever sacrIfices are 
required, to ass.u re adequate m i 11 ta ry forces. 

Ill. Political-military situation 

A. We are not pulling back anywhere ~n the world. Will keep 
a 11 our commitments. 

B. Of course, will not keep forces stationed wher:e allies can 
adequately protect themsel•ves--e.g., Korea. But add forces 
where needed--~ . .9.·, have increased forces in Europe. 

C. Our diplomacy is aimed at enhancing world cooperation. Our 
military forces are planned to be strong enou~h so that 
they will not have to be used. 
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D. Working as an all lance ln NATO,.;._-comments on NATO Summit. 

IV. Managtng our defense 

A. We will spend what is necessary in orderto as.s~:~re adequate 
mi.l itary forces. 

B. However, to-spend too much on defense (or on the domestlc 
side of-the federal government) woul'd actually weaken our 
country. 

C. G'lven that resources are not unlimited, we need to spend 
our defense dollars in the way that produces the greatest 
mflttary capability. · 

1. This means eliminating wC~steful ope.rations·, closing 
unr:teces.sary or dupli"catlve bases. Have just sent a 
list of base closure candidates to the Congre~s. 

2. T'hls means buying supplies and eql!lipment from the most 
efficient producer. 

3. Th;t_·s means that the defense. budget cannot_ be used to 
support inefficient activities. 

4. Othe,rwlse, if we do not spend our defense dol-lars to 
get themost for t-he money, we.wi.ll actually be reducing 
.our military capab 11'-Hy. 

V. The future 

A. Wlll do whatever we •Reed to do to prese-rve our country's 
secu d' ty in the wo.r 1 d. 

B. Commitment made by President in sprlng: of 1:977 to a 3% real 
grow-t-h in defense. 

C. \ltlll continue to wor-k with our NATO allies to integrate our 
defenses. They also are p 1 edged to 3%_ growth, and most are 
coming through. 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

May 26, 1978 

MEMORANDUM TO THE PRESIDENT 

RICK HERTZBERG, JERRY DOOLI.TTLE, GRIFFIN SM~ FROM: 

SUBJECT: Annapolis Conunencement 

Here are some additional suggestions for your Annapolis 
speech. They include: 

1. Advice from Ambassador George Kennan cabled from 
Norway,.where he is vacationing. 

2. Advice from Stansfield Tarner. 

3. Advice from General Georg.e Brown. 

4. A Woodrow Wilson. quotation recommended by Torn Hughes 
which was delivered at Annapolis. 

5. Advice from Gordon Rule, a former Navy analyst who 
was in the public eye several years ago for.exposing 
cost overruns. 
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,:.· ~- , lhcDi~tor 

Centrallntdligence Agen9 

MEMORANDUM FOR : James Fa 11 ows , Chi ef Speech Writer 
Office of the Press Secretary 
to the President 

SUBJECT President •·s Remarks at the US Naval Academy 

Attached are some thoughts on threats to our strengths \'lhich 
should be of direct concern to the graduates, yet convey a larger 
message to a broader audience. Specifically: 

o Soviet military threat- the fact that this is their 
only real means of competing internationally today. 

o The threat of assuming that military strength 
and a search for peace (detente, etc.) are 
antithetical. 

o The threat of being complacent and failing to 
seize opportunities to negotiate toward a better 
world order. 

o The threat of assuming somebody will think about 
these problems. 

S'r'ANSFIELD· TURNER 

Attachment 
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1. Mi 1 itary . 

Danger 

Your role -

THREATS TO OUR STRENGTH 

,~o~J~t.s:rE~JY::~P~:;;ffi.:1\:i;t.ary,~strength : as.> the 

·st:.,gle: nattonav:strength which can be used 

to influence world events. 

E'C""dnom1Cc;pnifosopny~'fnadequate-·,to:·,sustafrr-~ 

st!9Jtw.·Sovi et, economtC'~9f"'""f'lth. . 

There~orerno!fe~~rt~bTe.,~fi"fnfluence. 
:?P- ........ _._ :.: .----~';;_,_-..... ~~~.:,.,.~;.r~4=~-~--: :.;.-:·;;;;. .. ~;-;:~~::;~~-,;;..~.--- ... ~:.~-~-·--·- -.. ~ . ... 

Soviet political philosophy no longer an. 

attractive export to more independent 

de vel oping nat i'ons. 

Therefore, H Sovi!ets are to exert influence, 

it must be done with military which can be . 

strengthened/increased as necess·ary. 

0., 
Non-superpowers may perceive,.Soviet military 

advantage and submit to pressure tactics. 

USA may view military power as less utile -

acquiesce to Soviets, permitting them to make 

the perception that they are the dominant .. · 

military power .a reality. · 

You help reduce that perception by the role 

you play in US military. 

Beyond that, no amount of hardware, manpower, 

or training will substitute for a conviction -

recognized/perceived by others - that US 

intends to stand strong. 
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2. Another threat 

You help do this also by what you say~ do~ 

believe. 

how we work toward a new order in the world 

without becoming lulled by the dream of that 

ideal. 

e •. g. Detente 

-Makes military look less essential; gives 

great importance to peaceful negotiations~ 

greater friendship. Military power seems 

inimical to these goals. 

- But fact of Soviet actions demonstrates 

military preparedness ind'ispensi:ble even 

even while talking peace : 

e.g. In Central Europe, Soviets have roughly 

- twice as many tanks as NAJO 

- twice as many artillery pieces 

- three times as many anti-tank weapons 

- twice as many aircraft 

We~_pon_s.-~.1,1,:!Jcl.inglpr:eparednessiin'tl1h~y ·st~~ri'gth 
~a-._. ...... -1.t.~ .. ~, .• -... 

do noF·:·t:anTrict' ·wtth i deal·s-·~·ar~negottat.ing- tawarcrpeacE?. 

- Cannot set aside the impetus of fear in 

negotiations- like SALT- without 

stimulating complacency 

2 
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Ther..~-~~~~.1, .~~. ~9 reason to. negotiate 

i -t::-each:isid~did;not'•.perceiVe'the oth~er 

~C( be:-.rough-lytequal;~.i n <strengtJT: or 

growi ng~:strongei?- therefore somethtng 
. _ ... _.-~ ·. -~---- ..... ----·. . 

to be gained by negotiating. 

- Consequently_, ·.we~must- _rema.i rfCstrong'. evert;· 
·..:- •. :- .• ·-,•·:· ,c:•o • .<..:->·~-;-~:-"~'" 

and- perh.~pS;: especially{-' when~)seeking· pea'ce·~ 
: .. __ -. ,· : .. :::...._...-- ----

3. Long range threat - That because we grow complacent we will 

not seize the opportunity to negotiate. 

. . ·..;··:_· .. :··. Charge to Class: 

- If we do not negotiate where .wi 11 

armament build-up go? Breeders? 

Plutonium? Proliferation?~ etc. 

Too many risks not to find/make. -

opportunities to forestall long term 

threats to US. To world • 

Cannot assume others doing thts thinking 

(this might be the ultimate threat) 

- Not enough to learn the details of your 

:profession 

- Must contribute more 

Must think. about broad issues - generate 

ideas - contribute those tdeas. 

- Begin now. 

3 



Suggestions from Ambassador George Kennan 

1. The U.S. faces t\-ro orders of problems -- those that . 

. come from the outside and arise from the actions of others 

and those that come from the development of our own 

society. These two categories are not unconnected, but 

they must be viewed separately. 

2. The most dangerous of the outside problems are again 

of two sides. First, those that arise from the major 

ideological conflict of·our time, when taken against the 

background of the vast destructiveness and wide 

proliferation of nuclear weaponry. Unless carefully 

handled these, of course, present tremendous dangers. 

:aut there is no reason why these dangers need materialize. 

No one wants. that kind of .a war. Everyone realizes, in 

the marxist countries as elsewhere, that there-are no 

ideological victories to be won by the use of such weapons. 

In the fact that people do realize this we have something 

solid to build on, and there is no reason to suppose tQat 

by· a combination of adequate strength on our side, of 

quiet self-res.traint in the use of that strength, of a 

re.fusal to believe in the inevitability of \-rar, and of 

the patient persistent development of more hopeful alter-

nativea, we cannot eventually lead international society 

out into a more stable and hopeful state of affairs. · 
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3._ The second category of external problems consists of 

those conflicts in other parts of the world in which 

the U.S. is not a major contestant even though it does in 

some instances have a limited interest. Outstanding,_ 

here, are those of the Middle East and Southern Africa. 

The U.S. cannot itself resolve these conflicts or impose 

solutions. This b·3ing the case, its own military forces 

ought not to be inv:Jlved for anything other than peace

keeping or other incidental purposes. The U.S. can, 

however, use its other means of influence, which are 

considerable, to oppose those forces that seek sweeping 

and violent solutions and to encourage those that seek 

reasonable accommodation. Above all it can exert itself 

to assure that local conflicts do not grow into global 

ones. If these principles are -followed there is no reason 

why these regional conflicts should become serious threats 

to American security. 

4. Beyond this there are, ·of course, the-great constructive 

possibilities of the economic, scientific, andcultural 

.exchanges with other nations -- for which the U.S. is 

peculiarly fitted by the experience, traditions, and the 

natural inclinations of its people. We must see that these 

possibilities are not neglected through our preoccupation 

with the dangers that confront us. 
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5. As for the internal problems: some of the most ser.ious 

of these are, of course, the economic andfinancial ones, 

which should be taken to include our dependence on others 

for sources of energy and industrial raw materials vital 

to the health of our economy. But to these must be 

added the pe.culiar spiritual and social problems that seem 

everywhere to accompany a condition of material plenty: 

permissiveness, crime, drugs, corruption, por.nography. 

All these problems are conne.cted and in a failure on our 

part to make headway against them there lie dangers no 

smaller than those that face us from outside. For no 

society can hope for protection from external dangers which 

cannot preserve the rigor, promise ~nd compe.tence of its . 

own life at home. 

6. -Here too, there is no reason-for defeatism or· 

discouragement. The U.S. ha·s faced greater problems than 

these and has coped succes·sfully with them when it wanted 

to. It has the physical means, the analytical resources, 
.. 

the manpower and the know-how. Succes;s implies a readiness 

of many people to subordinate personal and group interests 

to those of the community, local and regional as well 

as national. But those who do this will find their 

personal and group interests better served in this way, in 

the end, than by any and all efforts to promote them 

directly at the expense of the community as a whole. 
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7. In the long run Arrterica's external security and quality 

of its domestic life will be the true reflections of its 

vi.ew of itself -- of the standards to which it holds itself 

·Of the expec.tations it addresses to its own perfopnance. 

If these are high enough there will be no question of the 

promise of its future. 



S'ummary of Suggestions from·General George Brown 

1 .• ' You should re-emphasize your determination to maintain 

strategic nuclear equivalence. This brings up the importance 

·of fleet ballistic missiles, which will make .the sailors 

happy. They are a stable force, and are therefore the 

bulwark of deterrel~Ce. 

2. You should also emphasize the importance of the F-14 

Phoenix, which means a lot to those sailors. You have 

personal questions about it, but this is not the time 

to raise them. 

3. In Presidential Decision 18, you mentioned the 

importance of "power projection" -- a phrase that means 

a lot to the Navy. It means that they can do what they 

do wherever they want to do it. Men~ion:ing it will bring 

up questions about your poficy of killing the carriers, 

but showing that you · under.stand the concept would please 

them. 

4. We are determined to move both on arms programs and 

on arms control -- and maintaining the balance and harmony 

between those will be a difficult task, ·the difficulty 

of which the military leaders have to understand fully. 

# # # 

" 
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. '\'oodrm.r Wilson, address to the graduati.'lf class, U.S. Naval Academy, Annapolis, 
J'-lne 5, 191h. 

"Tl:e idea of America is to serve humanity, and every time you let the Stars 
and Stripes free to t•he wind you ought to realize that that is in itself a 
message that you are on an errand which other navies have sometimes forgotten; 
not an. errand of conquest., but an errand of sergice ••• You are not serving a gove:m 
ment, gentlemen, you are serving a people. For ~re who for the ti.r.~e beir.g con

stitute the Government are .merely instruments for a little while in the hands 
of a gr~:at Nation v.hlch chooses whom it 'Will to carry out its decrees and 
who invariably rejects the ¢an who sn • forgets the ideals which it intended 
him to serve. • .I want you to take these great engines of force ot."t onto the 
seas like adventurers enlisted for treelevation of the spirit of tr.e human race. 
For that is tr.e .·mly d\stinction t[o_,at America has. Other nations have been 
stronr., other nations have pile.d wealth as high as t•he sky, but they have corra _ 
into disgrace because they use:d their farce and their wealth for the oppression 
of mankind and their oFn a~:F'randize;'!')e,nt. America will not brirl? glory to herself, 
but dis€'l"ace, b:r fall ow~_ng the beaten paths of hi. story ••• You are_ all goitlf on 
the same errand. and I like to feel bound with you in one comr:!or\organization 
for the glory of America. Anci her glory g.oes deeper than all the tinsel, .goes· 
dee-;er than the sound of guns arrl tre clash of sabers; it goes down to the very 
fo-un::Iation of those thinqs that have made the spirit of men free and happy 
and content." .:. 

·-
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The President 
The \vhi te House 
\•Tashing-ton, D. C. 20501 

Dear President Carter: 

GORDON \~. RULE 

22 May 1978 

I take the-·llbert:r of writing concerning your upcoming 
address to the graduating class or" the Naval Academy 
scheduled for 7 JLne 1978. 

I do so as a man who (i) entered the Navy in 1942 as a 
Junior Grade Lieutenant· and tras promoted through ··ranks to 
Captain while on active duty in 1945, and_ (ii) who, as a 
GS-17 civilian in the Navy, was awarded the Distinguished 
Civilian Service Award in .1971, the ·highest a~'lard the Navy 
can give a civilian. I am not a doubl.e dipper. --

You have evidenced interest in 11l•Th.istle blowers"in the 
Government service and I am particularly concerned about 
"whistle blowers" on the producer side of our Navy ~ not 
in the fleet - i.'ihere the taxpayers' money is spent for fleet 
requirements. 

"·Whistle blowing" in the military services, rJir. Pre~idemt, 
-is quite a diff"erent thing than in_civilian agenciesi The 
risks are far greater. 

I very respectfully suggest that in your talk on 7 Jtirte 1978 
to the.midshipmen at Annapolis you address this subject as 
d:id a serrlcr Admiral who retired not long ago as the Superin
tendent· of the Naval Academy, Vice Admiral \•Iilliam P. Mack .• 
In his retirement address to the graduating class· at -the Academy, 
Admiral Mack stated: 

"A~ I complet~ 42 years of service I would like 
to leave to the brigade of midshipmen a legacy 
of one idea ·11hich represents the distillation of 
that experience. * * * The one concept which 
dominates my mind is that of the necessity of · 
listening tc and p-rotecting the existence of the. 
dissente_r - the person who does not necessarily 
agree with his commander, or with popularly held 
opinion, or with you. * * * The point is to begin 
at this early age to cultivate an open state of 
mind - to determine to hear all arguments and 
opinibns, no matter how extreme they nay seem, and 
above all to p~eserve and protect thos<:: '.-jho voice . 
f:hPm II 
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In this connection, I quote that fine gentlemen, Congressman 
Bennett, Chairman of the Seapo\'rer Subcommittee of the House 
Corn.:ni ttee on Armed Services and a proven friend of the Navy 
(See page 1394 of 21 March 1974 hearings before the Seapower 
Subcommittee) as follows: 

"So I don't know how you get at this. I think 
it is a problem. I think the problem being that 
a man who wants to be a real good man in the -
military knows that to a degree he has to be o.n 
the team.. But somewhere along the line he should 
have the ability to ·dissent and not be kicked 
out of the. stream of additional responsibility 
simply becauee he doe.s not mirrol;' the judgment 
of' the people that he is suppos·ed to mirror-" 

In my opinion, Mr. President, what is required is that an 
of'f'icial "dissent channel" should be .established on the producer 
side of' the Navy.to encourage, receive and consider dissents 
f'or all matters pertaining. to the spending. of' the taxpayer_s ~ 
money. Today most officers are selling their project and a 
"dissent channel" is required to enable all thefacts- good 
and not so good - to be illuminated to higher authority who 
have the important decisions to make. No such system exists 
today. Dissenters or "whistle blowers'' in the Navy today are 
branded boat rockers, not team players, trouble makers, non- _ 
cooperative, et_c. 

Vice Admiral Mack's admonition "the necessity of listening to 
and protecting the existence of the dissenter" has particular 

- signi.ficance on the producer side of the Navy, where officers 
· are given important assignments on· the beach - for which they 
are not prepared - involving the prudent spending of the 
taxpayers' money for fleet requirements, i.e .• , ships, planes, 
missiles, etc. 

I have long advocated a course or cours.es at the Naval. 
Academy to educate (there is a dif.ference between training 
and educating) midshipmen in the business aspects of their 
.future careers when they are assigned to positions of great 
importance on the beach, where they then must become executives 
vice Naval officers and where dissenting opinions becqme· 
important. Such education is woefully lacking today for 
o.fficers up to and including four-~tar Admirals, the.majority 
of -v;hose careers have been spent with the fleet and who have 
never been educated or prepared to deal properly and astutely 
with shipbuilding claims, contract types, overruns, buy-ins, 
constructive changes, etc. · 
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Basically, these are Navy management problems and cannot - or 
rather should not - b'e dealt with via the "Aye, Aye, Sir" Navy 
Regs properly required in the fleet. They must, or at least 
·should be intelligently considered, .. discussed and evaluated, 
from all points of view - including dissents - until the 
proper position is hammered out. (Admittedly, as Oliver Wendell 

·Holmes once said, "Questi.ons are often decided, without being 
answered.") 

Private industry wel.comes dissent, divergent views, 
constructive criticism, etc. and Secretary o·f the Navy 

·claytor certainly niust know this and should welcome a 
formalized dissent channel to help him manage theNavy. 

Additionally, I suggest that if Secretary Claytor embraced 
such a dissent channel, it would be a clear indication that 
(i) he understood the real magnitude of the Navy's unhappy· 
management position today and (ii) he was dedicated to putting 
the Navy's house in order as the OMB, the Secretary of Defense, 
and some members of the Congress have clearly indicated is a 
prerequisite to larger ship appropriations. 

I suggest that if such a recognized dissent.channel were 
established in the Navy - and perhaps other agencies of the 
Government - there would be much le·ss need for "whistle blowers". 
Let them have their day, record their views and have.them 
considered as Admiral Mack has recommended. Deny them that 
privilege- or right -and the Navy is simply asking for more 
"whistle blowers" and criticism of Navy management. 

··-·· ··-

In summary, so far as potential "whistle blowers!( .are ·concerned, 
I urge we recognize that the majority of these people are . 
highly motivated and rather than stress protection for them, 
we should recognize their function and provide ;Legitimacy for 
that function via an of'f'icia.l dissent c-hannel. · 

Thank you very much, Mr. President, and I consider such a talk 
by you will not only inspire the·se young people but be of 
inestimable value to our Navy in the future. 

Copy to: / 
Mr. Edward R. Jayne · 
Associate Director 

Sincerely, 

~···-~ ·. 

~"~/ ~· 
GORDON H. RULE 

Office of Management and Budget 

Mr. Gordon W. Ru 
2111 Jefferson Davis I 

Arlington, Virginia 2; 
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY Of Ol:FENSE 
WASHINGTON, D.C. :20301 

May 25, 1978 

MEMORANDUM FOR HONORABLE JAMES FALLOWS 
CHIEF SPEECH WRITER TO THE PRES I DENT 

Respondlng to your request, and as we di.scussed on the phone, 
General Jones has asked me to forward the enclosed material fot 
possible use in the President's address at Annapolis. Secretary 
Brown will also be sending some ideas ur~der sep-arate cover. 

Please le,t me know if there is anything else we can provide. 

E::closure 

cc: 
SecDef 
Gen Jones 

~--John G. Kester · 
Tl;ie slpecial Assistant v 
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In my own analysis of our society's health, I find 

reason for an enduring confidence in the political, economic, 

and military vitality of the United Stat.es. Fully recognizing 

the seriousness of the stresses on our political ~rocess that 

have occurred over the past decade, we must not overlook a 

fundamental fact: our system has absorbed the most punishing 

blows since the divisive War between the States over a century 

ago and has survived with our precious freedoms, vital 

institutions, and democratic processes intact. History shows 

us t-hat few nations have been able to cope with such stresses 

wi.th<r..J.t falling victim to repress:ion, violent ov.ertp.row of 

gc-:;-C-'-~ents, or even collapse of the society its-elf. The 

·u~_,. ~ed Stat.es has shown once· again that. she has the two 

ingredients essential to the succes-s of a political system: 

people \~ho are devoted. to their country and a strong and 

resilient Constitution--in the.physical and the political sense. 

This combination is the bedrock of my confidence in the future 

of the American system. 

Another source of confidence--and pride--springs from 

the many conversations I have had with leaders of other 

na.tions around the world. I have learned t~at, although 

others don't ahvays agree with our poli'cies and are often 

puzz.led by the peculiar American capacity for self-criticism, 

the rest of the world genuinely looks up to the United States-

and not just because of our powe~ and oar wealth. There still 

sur~.~ives a ,,..idespread \·:onder at our "Noble Experice:ut" in . 



. · de..-nocratic govermnent which so quickened the pulse of the 

world t-v10 centuries ago. For much of the "\vorld·, particularly 

the ne-..1ly emerging nations of the post-war era: the United 

States remains the beacon of -individual freedom and h~n 

rights. As an American, I take great pride in. that image .. 
of our form of goverrnent. 

I also take pride in the growing maturity of our 

·relationships with the rest of the 'tv:orld. We are steering 

a responsible middle course, avoiding the extremes of either 

Fortress .America o;r World Poli.ceman.. We are actively 

seeking to s·trengthem· the ties with ·our key Allies within 

the framework of a m9re cooperative world system.. The United 

Sta,tes has acknowledged the interdependence among nations and 

is learning to define its national interests in that broader 

perspective. 

The Senate's ratification of.the Panama Canal treaties 

and, more recently, their endor~ement of the Middle East 

aircraft sale are t'tvo examples of an· encouraging trend toward 

even greater statesmanship. Legislation has.recently been 

introduced to alleviate some of the excessive restrictions 

on Executive action -..v-hich were passed in the heat of. the 

Viet:narn backlash; I'm· hopeful that this legislation will 

.receive early conside::-ation and approval in order to restore 

the flexibility a President needs to respond quickly to fast-

b , . . reaK1.ng cr1.ses arou~d the world. 

; ., 
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Perhaps most important of a.ll, Government policy both 

at home and abroad has become more deeply rooted in the 

~oral values which have always been the wellspring of 

American greatness. ~.Ja have announced to the \·lOrld that 
.. 

our highest priority is ~o work toward the day when every 

individual has a fai::- chance to achieve a·full measure 

of human potential. This is obviously not a.task which can. 

be accomplished by a single Adminis'tration, but it is a goal 

which ·can guide and sustain a great nation such as ours for 

generations to co~e. I am confident it will. 

I ·am equally c.onfident about the continued economic 

vitality of our nation. Ours is the largest, most diverse, 

and most advanced industrial engine in the world~ powered by 

.the genius of American technology, the wisdom of Ainerican 

management, .ar:d the productivity of American working men 

' and women. American farmers and ranchers comprise only a 

small fraction of o~r_population, yet, using the most modern 

agricu·ltural and breeding techniques, produce enough food for 

every table in the country and have enough left over to sell 

to other, less bountiful nations. We have pledged to take the 

lead in helping to accelerate not only our own economic 

growth, but that of the free world, with particular attention 

to cooperative vent1,1res w·ith developing nations. 

l-Ie believe the path to global prosperity begins with the 

recognition of a resr;:onsibility, shared by·all nations, to 
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solve common problems. Unfortunately, despite the -v;orld'.s 

soaring progress in science, industry, culture, and 

co::rJ..Uunica tions·, some nations still view resort to violence . 
as a legitiL"nate means of expanding influence and settling 

differences. Therefore, as theleader among free societies, 

the United States must continue to bear the burden of 

maintaining an unassailable defense posture which,. in concert 

.. .rlth the forces of our allies,· can turn back any military 

th=:ezt to our collective security. We wil.l bear this burden 

resolut·ely, striving all the while for comprehensive and 

reci.fl=OCal reductions in the arsenals of all nations. 

The nation can be confident of its milit·ary Services. 

07-e::- .thirty years ago, I sat where you are ~low sitting, 

filled \vi th pride that I 'tvas about to become an officer in 

the most .professional, capable, and sophisticated. armed force 

in the \vorld. My pride is. swelled a thousandfold to serve 

today as the Commander in Chief of that force,. whose greatest · 

distin:ction--nmv-, as· then,--is the quality· of its P.~ople. 

All the way from the newest recruit I have seen in my 

travels to the senior military leadership whose judgments and 

counsel I rely on so heavily, I have been keenly impressed with 

the caliber of the U.S. men and 'tvomen in uniform~ Our country 

can justly be proud of the quality of young .Americans who 

enter our armed forces. They make up the heart and soul of 

our nation's defenses. 
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· You are about to enter a new life in an eli.te 

organization--elite not in the sense of being remote from 

the mainstream of you~ country's values, but elite precisely 

because such core values as integrity, dedication, patriotism, 

and self-~acrifice are living hallmarks of the military 

profession. 

· The weapon syste:=s which form the bone and sinew of our 

nation's deterrent and combat capability are the best in the 

world, the legacy of .America's technological superiority. 

Many of our older systems are being modernized and we are 

pledged, along with our NATO allies~ to increase our defense 

spending annually in real terms to o.ffset the· disturbing 

growth in Soviet and t-Iarsaw Pact offensive capability on 

land, at sea and in the air. 

Equally important as we modernize our hardware, we are 

also modernizing our strategy and the concepts for employment . . . 

of forces if 'V'e are· compelled to use them to defend our 

global security interests." 

Today·, the military power of the United States is second 

to none and I can assure you that as long as I am your Commander 

in Chief, I will use every means at my disposal to insure that 

our armed ·forces "ivill ah.;rays have the. resources necessary to 

ca!:"ry out their assigned missions. T have complete confidence 

that our combination o£ the finest people, the best systems, 

_and the highest readiness, will insure that neither tve no~ our 

allies ·will ever f:a-o;e to bend to force or the threat o£ .force 

by·another nation. 
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O"verall, the tenor of my remarks has been deliberately 
. 

upbeat, because I truly believe that this country's detractors 

and prophets of doom are \vide of the mark. As citizens and 

future naval leaders, you should knm·T that the values of the 

Constitution \vhich you have sworn- to uphold and defend are 

alive and \-7ell.; that the economy is regaining its momentum 

and the ·"vital signs" are favorable; and that the American· 

people respect and support the profession. o:f which you are a 

part. 

Eut I do not want to leave the impression that all is 

cle..::= sailing ahead. Quite the contrary. In the years ahead, 

th2. C::li.ted States fa,ces some of the most severe threats in its 

h:!....s=.c.;....l. The optimism I feel simply refutes those who believe 

the struggle is lost before it is begun. I believe that our 

political, economic, and military vitality are the keel, engine, 

and armor which will see us through the ·turbulent period ahead 

of us, but they must be used wisely or the Jeremiahs will 

fulfill their o-,;m prophecies. 

From my vantage point, I see serious c~allenges to almost 

ever:/ aspect of our national purpose. 

Domestically, \ve have to insure that we frame our 

collective vie\·7 of national interest i~ the broader perspec,tive 

of an interdependent \·Wrld. Our dealings vli th our friends 

and neighbors in the \.;orld cornmuni ty \vould be based upon a 

realistic assessm2nt of mutual interest and mat~al benefit, 

no~ unilateral advantage to any party. Tne United States 
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·will·conclude no agre~uents which undermine·our security or 

well 'being, .but we can afford to be cooperative.and·forthcoming 

when the long term interests of all parties can be served. 

The greatest int~::-l:!ational political challenge ~.re face, 

of course, is to manage the -q.S.-Soviet relationship. For 

as far into the future as I can see, this relationship will 

reoain a mixture of co~peration: and compe.tition. The key to 

success in our policy of detente will be t6 promote the 

broaC.est possible pattern of cooperation while working to 

defcse the areas of dangerous competition. 

However, the Soviet Union must not misjudge our· resolve 

no:: ::rl.sread our patience. If we are to preserve the stability 

of ::-..:r relationsh.ip and avoid perilous confrontations which 

nei::her side wants,.it is not just the United States which 

nru.st exercise restraint. 

For many years, we have listened expectantly to Soviet 

words of peace and conciliation, but have seen only the 

leng.thening shadm-1 of Soviet offensive arms. lve have noted 

with grmving concern the tracks of Soviet armor and the foot

prints of Soviet proxies in the soil of nations on three 

continents. We believe that the fabric o·f detente is elastic, 

but no.t :i:nfini tely so. Keeping the fabric from being torn 

~7ill continue to be a delicate diplomatic challenge and I 

fer-vently hope it ·Hill ahrays remain in the realm of diplomacy .. · 

T . . urn:.:ng aga:;_n to the field of economics, ·the proble:n · 

v:hich pvershado,.rs all others is the imminent crisis of energy. 

7 
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The ~onsequences of our dependence on foreign oil. are bearing 

do~om on us 'with the certainty and stealth of a silent avalanche 

and v1e have not yet taken sufficient notice to make the 

difficult trek to safer ground. I am concerned about both 

the near- and long-term perils of inacti?n. 

The immediate problem is' economic; from foreign oil 

suppliers, we have cultivated a 100 million dollar a day 

"habit." This outpouring of ~he nation's wealth has fueled 

inflation at home and undermined confidence in the dollar 

abroad. Our- financial difficul.ties are compounded by· the 

pJ:l.ysical vulnerability of dist.ant sources and transportation 
. ·": 

routes. 

Our ever-growing appetite for energy carries even 

greater risks for the longer·term. Oil is"a plentiful but 

finite resource and, as diminishing supplies hegin t.o lag · 

the voracious demand, _price~ ~.;ill ·likely skyrocket and shortages 

may well trigger a divisive.competition., even among <?-llies. 

Before that can be allmved to happen, we must make a 

numbe~ of painful but ultimately healing choices. The first 

is to act on the energy bill which I sent to t_he Congress 

last year and \vhich is still languishing 'in Committee. Other 

ha:: .. d decisions will f.ollmv, ·but unless we .light that first 

candle -..;1hile there is still ti.rue, future generations may 

literally curse the darkness. 

.• 
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Finally, I alluded earlier to the buildup of Soviet 

land, sea and air capability. As professional military 

people, this particul:ar challenge is the one \-'l'hich concerns 

you most directly. It is a. challenge -which our nation must 

neither ignore nor overdramatize, but- one ·whos-e momentum \-7e 

must take seriously. \.fnether the growth of Soviet destructive 

potential is governed by sinist·er intent, an exaggerated 

sense of ins~curity, or simple bureaucratic inertia we cannot 

k:lcw with certainty. vie do know that this headlong buildup 

of nuclear 

. . 1 
p::--=:c~p es 

and conventional forces is incons.istent with the 

of mutual restraint and equal security. 

0-u.r nation's response must be a blend of patient arms 

cc·:::::rol negotiations and modern military capability to 

maintain the fact and_the perception of an overall military 

bala~ce: In our vier.v, the world would be far safer with fewer 

weapons rather than more,- but the restraint and the-reductions 
/ 

must be reciprocal. 

The United States \vill continue to negotiate in good 

faith toward comprehensive and reciprocate arms reductions 

and you young people, as future uniforme<:"l leaders, \vill inherit 

a ?eavy responsibility to insure \ve always negotiate from 

strength. It will be your task, shared ,.;ith your comrades in 

the other Services, to fashion effective and affordable 

"Jeapons and strategies Hhose main measure of success ;;v-ill 

be never having to employ them. 

9 
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Just as I am confident in the political and economic 

vitality of the United States, I have boundless faith that 

cu...- dedicated men and .vromen in unifonn ar~ equal to the. task. 

·-

.. 
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I congratulate you members of the class of 

'78. Although your education has just begun, you 

have laid the foundation for a career that can be as 

rewarding and challenging as any in the world. 

As officers in the modern Navy, you will be 

actors in a worldwide politidal and military drama. 

You will be called uoon not only to master the 

technicalities of military science and leadership, 

but also to have a sensitive understanding of the 

international community in which the Navy operates. 
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This morning I would like to discuss one of the 

most important aspects of that international context --

the relationship between the world's two greatest 

powers, the United States and the Sovie't Union. 

Detente between our two countries is central to 

world peace. It.is important for the world, for the 

American public; and for you as future leaders of the 

Navy to understand its complex and sensitive nature. 

I 
.! 

The word "detente 11 has .a different meaning to 

different people. It is simplistically defined as 

an easing of tension between nations. The word is, 

in practice, further defined as those nations evolve 

new means by which they can live together in peace. 

To be stable, to be supported by the American 

people, and to be a basis for widening the scope of 
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·cooperation, detente must 

5H~lg..-tiuo, Both nations must exercise restraint in 

troubled areas and in turbulent times. Both must honor 

meticulously those agreements which have already been 

reached to widen cooperation, mutually restrain nuclear 

arms production, permit the free movement of people 

and the expression of ideas, and to protect human right. 

We must realize that, for a very long time, our 

relationship with the Soviet Union will be competitive. 

If that competition is to be constructive instead of 

destructive and potentially disastrous, then our 

relationship must be cooperative as well. 

Our social and political systems, our histories, 

our ideas and aspirations are different, and we .must 

and wiJl continue to live with those differences. 
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But we must also recognize that those differences create 

conflicting national ambitions and policies. 

We must be pre.par:ed to deal with these differences 

persistently and patiently for many years. We must 

avoid extreme swings in our public mood--from euphoria 

when things are going well, to despair when they are not; 

from an exaggerated sense of compatibility to excessive 

feelings of hostility. 

The world is today completing-one of the most 

rapid and profound transformations in its history --

an inherently complex and turbulent process which tends 

to exacerbate the dissimilarity between the Soviet Union 

and our country. 
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The awakening among people around the world to 

new prospects for political freedom and economic 

progress is a ·process as pregnant with hope as it is 

laden with dangers. How we deal with this evolving 

challenge can determine whether or not we are successful 

in achieving lasting peace. 

Our long-term objective must be to convince the 
,';:. 
·,··· 

Soviets of the advantages of cooperation and of the costs 

of disruptive behavior. 

Neither the United States nor the Soviet Union 

should entertain the notion that military supremacy 

can be attained, or that any transient military 

advantage can be politically exploited. 
. :·: 
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Our principal goal is to help shape a world which 

is more responsive to the desire of people everywhere 

for economic well-being, social justice, political 

self-determination, peace, and basic human rights. 

We seek a world of peace. But a world at peace 

must be a world that permits diversity -- social, political 

and ideological. Only in such a world can there be 

genuine cooperation among many nations and cultures. 

We Americans can be confident about the future if 

we are consistent and resolute in our conduct. 

We desire to dominate no. one. We will continue 

to widen our cooperation with the positive new forces 

in the world. 

\'le want to increase our friendship with the 

Soviet Union, but also with the emerging nations, with 
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the countries in Eastern Europe, and with the People's 

Republic of China. We are prepared to..,cooperate with 
-... 

all nations, regardless of their systems or ideologies. 

We are particularly dedicated to the attainment of 

genuine self-dete.rmination and majority rule in those 

parts of the world where these goals are yet to be 

attained. 

We will always urge restraint in areas of tension, 

and support multinational or regional org,anizations 

dedicated to peace and '"e wi 11 maintain or increase 

our defenses as necessary to match any challenge which 

confronts us or our allies. Above all, we will remain 

constant in our commitment to the principles which have 

insured the greatness of our nation. 
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A strong defense is c.rucial because it provides 

not only safety but also a legitimate sense of security 

from which to negoti~te for improved relations and for 

a mutually lower level of nuclear and conventional 

armaments. 

Both our Allies and our potential adversaries 

must know our strength and be sure of our national 

will. 

I am convinced that the Sovie~s want peace. 

The United States and the Soviet Union were 

aliies in the Second World War. One of the great historical 

accomplishments of the U.S. Navy was to guide and 

protect the tremendous shipments of armaments and 

supplies from our country to Murmansk and other Soviet 
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ports in support of our joint effort to meet the Nazi 

threat. 

In the agony of that ~assive confl~ct, 20 million 

Soviet people died. Millions more still recall the 

horror and the hunger of that time. 

I cannot believe that their leaders could want 

war. 

w6-r l~ LJC!J'o' Jt 
At the end ofAt.a~ the strong political 

differences that had long divided our two countries 

began tci reassert themselves. The Soviets did not 

disarm as we did. They sought to hold political sway 

over many of the nations liberated during the war. 

We sought instead to free the people whose fate was in 

our hands so that they might determine their own 
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futures and choose their own political systems. 

We invested massive sums in countries that had been 

our friends and foes, so that they might recover 

from the ravages of war. 

Military might has never been the sole basis of 

I 
I 

I 
our national pride. Traditionally we have maintained 

i 
I 
l 

relatively small standing armies, expecting our 

citizens to rally to our nation's defense whenever it 
I 

I 

I 

was threatened. 

Modern warfare no longer makes it pos·sible for 

average citizens to defend their nation with the 

same skills they use to defend their own families in 

time of peace. Yet, while we maintain a strong defense, 

we have remained willing to end the arms race --

when we had a monopoly on nuclear \'leapons, 
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and long after that, when we. had a substantial nuclear 

advantage •. 

Our nation has continued ·to seek mutual 

accommodation with the Soviet Union as demonstrated 

by the Austrian Peace Treaty, the Quadripartite Agree-

rnent in Berlin, the termination of nuclear testing 

in the atmosphere, joint scientific explorations in 

space, trade agreements, the Anti-Ballistic Missile 

Treaty, and Interim Agreement on Strategic Offensive 

Armaments and the limited test ban agreement. 

We will maintain equivalent nuclear strength 

because we believe that, in the absence of worldwide 

nuclear disarmament, such.equ~valency is the least 

threatening, most stable situation for the world. 
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Efforts continue now with negotiations toward 

a SALT II agreement, a comprehensive test ban, reduc-

tions in conventional arms transfers to other countries, 

the prohibition of attacks on satellites, an agreement 

to stabilize the level of forces deployed in.the 

Indian Ocean, and increased trade, scientific and 

cultural exchange. 

. 
We must be prepared andwilling to explore these 

and other avenues of cooperation despite the basic 

is~ues which divide us. The risks of nuclear war alone 

propel us in this direction. The world has lived 

uncomfortably for almost 33 years with the existence of 

nucl.ear weapons. We have no full comprehension of the 

impact of these weapons on the political process in 

peace or their application to combat in war. 
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Their numbers and destructive potential have been 

increasing at an alarming rate. That is why the 

negotiation of a SALT agreement which enhances the 

security of both nations is of fundamental importance. 

We and the Soviets are negotiating in good 

faith because we both know that failure would precipitate 

a resumption of a massive nuclear arms race. The 

prospects for a SALT II agreement are good. 

Beyond this, improved trade, technological 

exchange and cultural interplay are among many 

immediate and positive benefits of cooperation. Even 

though we may not gain a unilateral advantage, we have 

an obligation to promote peace. and harmony for the 

world. That is the responsibility of leadership. 

I 

i 
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These efforts to cooperate do not, l:towever, erase 

the significant differences between us and the Soviet 

Union in ideology, domestic attitudes, and aspirations 

for the future. These differences must be_ clearly 

understood by the Ameican people because such under-

standing provides a base on which we will build our 

political and military policy. 

What are these differences? 

To the Soviet Unionr detente seems to mean a 

continuing aggressive struggle for political advantage 

and increased influence by a variety of means. 

The Soviets apparently see military power and 

military assistance as the best means of expanding 

their influence abroad. 
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Obviously, creas of· instability provide a focus 

for their effort, and they always seem to be ready and 

willing to exploit any such opportunity. 

As became apparent in Korea, Angola and Ethiopia, 

they prefer to use proxy forces to fight their battles. 

To other nations the Soviet military buildup 

"" appeasr to be excessive -:-- far beyond any legitimate 

requirement for defense of themselves or their allies. 

For mo:r::e than 15 years they have maintained this program 

of military growth, investing as muc:h as 13 percent 

of their gross national product in armaments. They 

now have a superfluous capability to wage war, and 

this sutained growth continues. 

Their g~o£~abuse of basic human rights in 

their own country in violation of the agreement reached 

I 
I 

I 
I 
l 

I
I 
' 

; 

~· 
I 

~ 
t. 
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at Helsinki has earned them the condemnation o.f people 

everywhere who love freedom.. 

The Soviet Union attempts to export a totalitarian 

and repressive form of government, res11lting in a 

closed society. Freely expressed ideas, notions o£ 

loyal opposition, and the free movement of peoples 

challenge their system. in basic ways -- and they often 

react to these challenges with oppressive force. 

Some of their characteristics and goals create 

problems for the Soviets themselves. 

Outside their tightly controlled bloc, the 

Soviets have little political compatibility with other 

nations. Their cultural bonds with others are few and 

frayed. 
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Their form of gover~ment is becoming increasingly 

unattractive to other nations, so that even Marxist-

Leninist groups no longer look on the Soviet Union as 

IW\' +,._-\-e_.l 
a model to be emulated. 

Many countries are becoming concerned that the 

non-aligned movement is being s-ubverted by Cuba, which 

is obviously closely aligned with and dependent upon 

the Soviet Union f....>r economic sustenance and for 

political and military guidance and direction. 

Although the Soviets have the second largest 

economic system in the world, the rate o.f growth of 

this sytem has reached a very low level, and their 

standard of living does not compare favorably with 

that of other nations with equivalent development. 
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Agricultural production still remains a serious 

problem for the Soviet Union, so that in times of 

average of adverse crop-growing conditions they must 

turn to us or to other nations for food supplies. 

This assessment shows that we need not be overly 

concerned about our ability to compete and to outpe.rform 

the Soviets. Then!. is certainly no cause for alarm. 

Our military capability is second to none on 

earth; our industrial base and productivity are 

unmatched; our scientific and technological capability 

is superior to all others; our alliances with other 

free nations are strong and growing stronger. We 

are surrounded by friendly neighbors and wide seas. 

Our societal structure is stable and cohesive, and our 

foreign policy is bi-partisan and continuous. 

,. ~ 
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Americans are pragmatists'· and we approach our problems 

calmly, with common sense and confidence. 

We are also strong because of what we stand for 

as a nation: The realistic chance for every individual 

to build a better life; protection by law and custom 

from arbitrary exercise of government power; the right 

of every individual to speak out,. to participate fully 

in government -- to share political power. 

Our philosophy is based on p~rsonal freedom, the 

most powerful of all idea's, and our democratic way of 

life watrants admiration and emulation by other people. 

These incandescent principles remain the most 

powerful ideas in the world. They inake us strong. 

And they help make our foreign policy strong. 
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Our work for human rights makes us part of an 

international tide, growing in force. We are 

strengthened by being a part of it. 

America/ will remain strong in the world as long 

as our national policies are true to the principles of 

our people. 

d our 

the 

Mid Asia an 

Because of our political and moral strength, 

we are in a unique position to help move the world 

toward peace. Our growing economic strength is also 

a major potential influence for the benefit of others. 

Our gross na.tional product exceeds that of all nine 

countries in the European Economic Community, and 
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is more than twice as gre~t as that of the Soviet 

Union. Additionally, we are now learning how to use 

our resources more wisely, creating a new harmony 

between our people and our environment. 

Our analysis of American military strength 

also furnishes a b~sis for confidence. 

:We know that neither the United States nor the 

Soviet Union can launch a nuclear assault on the other 

without suffering a devastating counterattack which 

could destroy the societal structure of the attacking 

power. 

Although the Soviets have more miss~le launchers 

and greater throw-weight, the United States has more 

warheads, generally.greater accuracy, more bombers, 
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I 
a more balanced nuclear force, better missile I 
submarines and anti-submarine warfare capability. 

A successful SALT agreement will leave both 

nations with equal but lower numbers of missile 

launchers and missiles with multiple warheads. We 

envision in SALT III an even greater mutual reduction 

in nuclear weapons. 

It i,s possible that each side tends to 

exaggerate the relative military capability of the 

other. Accurate analyses are important as a basis 

for making decis.ions for the future. 

The fact is that with essent·ial nuclear equivalence, 

relative conventional force strength has now become 

more important. The military capability of the United 
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States and our Allies is· addquate to meet any foreseeable 

threat. 

False or excessive estimates of Soviet strength 

or of American weakness contributes to the effectiveness 

of Soviet propaganda efforts. 

For example, recent alarming news reports of 

military budget proposals for the U.S. Navy ignored 

the fac.t that we have the highest defense budget in 

history and that the largest portion of this will go 

to the Navy. When small coastal vessels are included 

in the totals, the statistics appear to show a Soviet 

advantage in n:umber of ships, but the fact is that in 

major seagoing warships the United States. enjoys a A •• ..s-
.1 JJA-TT:J ~1\t&J' ~-we. a.-. Q f.~~ ..... 

I . -1-o o\1\.a.. 
~ __ o _____ numerical advantage andA so D/o .:' to~l tonnage 

of warships j In .eJelft~iuil:lg design, technology, 
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engineering, quietness and easy access to the open 

seas we fare even better. 

Let there be no doubt about our present and 

future strength. It would be a mistake for anyone 

to confuse the healthy self-criticism and free debate 

which are essential in a democracy with confusion, 

weakness or despair 

What future developments might we expect from 

existing American policy toward the Soviet Union? 

We will maintain a prudent and a sustained 

military spending, keyed to NATO and mobile forces and 

an undiminished presence in the Pacific. We and our 

Allies must be able to meet any foreseeable challenge 

to our security from strategic nuclear forces or from 
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conventional forces. Americap has the capability 

to honor this commitment without excessive sacrifice. 

by the people of our country~ and we will do so. 

Looking beyond our alliances, we will try to 

strengthen worldwide and regional org,anizations 

dedicated to enhancing international harmony, such as 

the United Nations, Org,anization of American States, 

and the Organization for African Unity. 

We will attempt to prevent the proliferation 

of nuclear weapons among nations not now having this 

capability. 

In Africa we, like our African friends, want to 

see a continent that is free of the dominance of outside 

powers, free of the bitterness of racial injustice, 

free of conflict, and free of the burdens of poverty, 
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hunger and disease. We are convinced that the best 

way to work toward these objectives is through 

affirmative policies that recognize African realities 

and African aspirations. 

The persistent and increasing military involvement 

of the Soviet Union and Cuba in Africa could deny 

this African vision. We are deeply concerned about 

this threat to regional peace and to the autonomy of 

countries within which these foreign troops seem 

permanently to be stationed. 

I urge again that all other powers join us in 

emphasizing works of peace rather than weapons of war 

in their assistance to Africa. Let the Soviet Union 

join us in seeking a peaceful and speedy transition to 

~"'-~ 
majority rule in Rhodesia ~ANamibia. ~et us see 

i 
I 
! 

I 
l 
i 
I 
I 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
e£forts to resolve peacefully the con£licts in Eritrea 

and Angola. Let us al.l work -- not to divide and seek 

domination in Africa -- but to help the nations of 

Africa find the fulfillment of their great potential. 

We will honor the legitimate desire of people 

and nations for peace, independence, majority rule, 

equality of opportunity, basic human rights, and 

recognized national boundaries. We will provide aid 

bilaterally and through multinational organizations 

to help the people of other nations toward the realiza-

tion of these hopes. 

We w.ill s·eek peace, better communication and 

understanding, cultural and scientific exchange, and 

increased trade with the Soviet Union and other nations. 

_.;. 
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We will continue to negotiate constructively and 

persistently with the Soviets for a fair Strategic 

Arms Limitation agreement. We have no desire to 

link this negotiation with other competitive relation-

ships nor to impose other special conditions on the 

process. In a democratic society, however, where 

public opinion is an integral factor in the shaping 

and implementation of foreign policy, we recognize 

that tensions, sharp disputes, or threats to peace 

wil,l complicate the quest for an agreement. This is 

not· a matter of our preference but a recognition of 

fact. 

lJ c 1:: 1'\ 0 ""' 'f{.o.. +-
"there are no ideological victories to be won by 

the use of nuclear weapons. 
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" 
By a combination of adequate American strength, 

of quiet self-restraint in the use of that strength, 

of a refusal to belie_ve in the inevitability of war, 

and of a patient persistent development of more 

hop.«. ~ 
peaceful alternatives, we eah eventually /\lead inter-

national society into a more stable and hopeful state 

of affairs. 

Together, world leaders can work to forge a 

sustained peace in the world. This can be our greatest 

achievement. 

# # 
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I congratulate you members of the class of 

''78. Although your education has just begun, you 

have laid the foundation for a career that can be as 

rewarding and challenging as any in the world. 

As officers in the modern Navy, you will be 

actors in a world\.;ide political and military drama. 

You will be called upon not only to master the 

technicalities of military science and leadership, 

but also to have a sensitive understanding of the 

international community in which the N'avy operates. 
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This morning I would like to discuss one of the 

most important as-pects of that international context --

the relationship between the world's two greatest 

powers, the United States and the Soviet Union. 

Detente between our two countries is central to 

world peace. It is important for the world, for the 

American public, and for you as future leaders of the 

Navy to understand its complex and sensitive nature. 

The word "detente" has a different meaning to 

different people. It is simplistically defined as 

an easing of tension betw.een nations. The word is, 

in practice, further defined as those nations evolve 

new means by which they can live together in peace. 

To be stable, to be supported by the American 

people, and to be. a basis for widening the scope of 

I 
I 

I 
l 

.I 

I 
I 
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cooperation, detente must 

&Ol9ctiu9os Both nations must exercise restraint in 

troubled areas and in turbulent times. Both must honor 

meticulously those agreements which have already been 

reached to widen cooperation, mutually restrain nuclear 

arms production, permit the free movement of people 

and the expression of ideas, and to protect human right. 

We must realize that, for a very long time, our 

relationship with the Soviet Union will be competitive. 

If that competition is to be cons'tructi ve instead of 

destructive and potentially disastrous, then our 

relationship must be cooperative as well. 

Our social and political systems, our histories, 

our ideas and aspirations are different, and we must 

and will continue to live with those differences. 
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But we must also recognize that those differences create 

conflicting national ambitions and policies. 

We must be prepar:ed to deal with these diffe.rences 

persistently and patiently for many years. We must 

avoid extreme swings in our public mood--from euphoria 

when things are going well, to despair when they are not; 

from an exaggerated sense of compatibility to excessive 

feelings of hostility. 

The world is. today completing·one of the most 

rapid and profound transformations in its history --

an inherently complex and turbulent process which tends 

to exacerbate the dissimilarity between the Soviet Union 

and our country. 

i 
I 
I 
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The awakening among people around the world to 

new prospects for political freedom and economic 

progress is a process as pregnant with hope as it is 

laden with dangers. How we deal with this evolving 

challenge can determine whether or not we are successful 

in achieving lasting peace. 

Our .long-term objective must be to convince the 

Soviets of the advantages of cooperation and of the costs 

of d·isrupti ve behavior. 

Neither the United States nor the Soviet Union 

should entertain the notion.that military supremacy 

can be attained, or that any transient military 

advantage can be politically exploited. 
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Our principal goal is to help shape a world which 

is more responsive to the desire of people everywhere 

for economic well-being, social justice, political 

self-determination, peace, and basic human rights. 

We seek a world of peace. But a world at peace 

must be a world that permits diversity -- social, political 

and ideological. Only in such a world can there be 

genuine cooperation among many nations and cultures. 

We Americans can be conf·ident about the future if 

we are consistent and resolute in our conduct. 

We desire to dominate no one. We. will continue 

to widen our cooperation with the positive new forces 

in the world. 

We want to increase our friendship with the 

Soviet Union, but also with the emerging nations, with 
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the countries in Eastern Europe, and with the People's 

Republic of China. We are prepared to cooperate with 

all nations, ·regardless of their systems or ideologies. 

We are particularly dedicated to the attainment of 

genuine self-determination and majority rule in those 

parts ·of the world where these goals are yet to be 

attained. 

We will always urge restraint in areas of tension,· 

and support multinational or regional organizations 

dedicated to peace and we will maintain or increase 

our defenses as necessary to match any challenge which 

confronts us or our allies. Above all, we will remain 

constant in our commitment to the principles which have 
,.-

insured the greatness of our nation. 
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A strong de.fense is c.rucial because it provides 

not only safety but also a legitimate sense of security 

from which to negotiate for improved relations and for 

a mutually lower level o.f nuclear and conventional 

armaments. 

Both our Allies and our potential adversaries 

must know our ·strength and be sure of our national 

will. 

I am convinced that the Soviets want peace. 

The United States and the Soviet Union were 

al.lies in the Second World War. One of the great historical 

accomplishments of the u.s. Navy was to guide and 

protect the tremendous shipments of armaments and 

supplies from our country to Murmansk and other Soviet 
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ports in support of our joint effort to meet the Nazi 

threat. 

In the agony of that massive conflict, 20 million 

Soviet people died. Millions more still recall the 

horror and the hunger of that time. 

I cannot believe that their leaders could want 

war. 

Wt1<' '~ w~-:& 
At the end of""t-l;;;at \i'CHO the strong political 

differences that had long divided our two countries 

began to reassert themse.lves. The Soviets did not 

disarm as we did. They sought to hold political sway 

over many of the nations liberated during the war. 

We sought instead to free the people whose fate was in 

our hands so that they might determine their own 
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futures and choose their own political systems. 

We invested massive sums in countries that had been 

our friends and foes, so that they might recover 

from the ravages of war. 

Military might has never been the sole basis of 

our national pride. Traditionally we have maintained 

relatively small standing armies, expecting our 

citizens to rally to our nation's defense whenever it 

was threatened. 

Modern warfare no longer makes .it possible for 

average citizens to de.fend their nation with the 

same skills they use to defend their own families in 

time of peace. Yet, while we maintain a strong defense, 

we have remained willing to end the arms race --

when we had a monopoly on nuclear weapons, 
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and long after that, when we had a substantial nuclear 

advantage. 

Our nation has continued ·to seek mutual 

accommodation with the Soviet Union as demonstrated 

by the Austrian Peace Treaty, the Quadripartite Agree-

ment in Berlin, the termination of nuclear testing 

in the atmosphere, joint scientific explorations in 

space, trade agreements, the Anti-Ballistic Missile 

Treaty, and Interim Agreement on Strategic Offens:i:ve 

Armaments and the limited test ban agreement. 

We will maintain equivalent nuclear strength 

because we believe that, in the absence of worldwide 

nuclear disarmament, such equ~valency is the least 

threatening, most stable situation for the world. 
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Efforts continue now with negotiations toward 

a SALT II agreement, a comprehensive test ban, reduc-

tions in conventional arms transfers to other countries, 

the prohibition of attacks on sate.llites, an agreement 

to stabilize the l.evel of forces deployed in the 

Indian Ocean, and increased trade, scientific and 

cultural exchange. 

We must be prepared and willing to explore these 

and other avenues of cooperation despite the basic 

is~ues which divide us. The risks of nuclear war alone 

,propel us in this direction. The world has lived 

uncomfortably for almost 33 years with the existence of 

nuclear weapons. We have no full comprehension of the 

impact of these weapons on the political process in 

peace or their application to combat in war. 
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Their nurnbe,rs and destructive potential have been 

increasing at an alarming rate. That is why the 

negotiation of a SALT agreement which enhances the 

security of both nations is of fundamental importance. 

We and the Soviets are negotiating in good 

faith because we both know that failure .would precipitate 

a resumption of a massive nuclear arms race. The 

prospects for a SALT II agreement are good. 

Beyond this, improved trade, technological 

exchange and cultural interplay are among many 

inunediate and positive benefits of cooperation. Even 

though we may not gain a unilateral advantage, we have 

an obligation to promote peace. and harmony for the 

world. That is the responsibility of leadership. 

I 
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These efforts to cooperate do hot, however, erase 

the significant differences between us and the Soviet 

Union in ideology, domestic attitudes, and aspirations 

for the future. These differences must be clearly 

understood by the Ameican people because such under-

standing provides a base on which we will build our 

political and military policy. 

What are these differences? 

To the Soviet Unionr detente seems to mean a 

continuing aggres·sive struggle for political advantage 

and increased influence by a variety of means. 

The Soviets apparently see military power and 

military assistance as the best means of expanding 

their influence abroad. 
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Obviously, .reas of· instability provide a focus 

for their effort, and they always s.eem to be ready and 

willing to exploit any such opportunity. 

As became apparent in Korea, Angola and Ethiopia, 

they prefer to us·e proxy forces to fight their battles. 

To other nations the SoViet military buildup 

"" appeasr to be excessive -- far beyond any legitimate 

requirement for defense of themselves or their al.lies. 

For more than 15 years they have maintained this program 

of military growth, investing as much as 13 percent 

of their gross national product in armaments. They 

now have a s·uperfluous capa'bili ty to wage war, and 

this sutained growth continues. 

Their qrg~s abuse of basic human rights in 

their own country in violation of the agreement reached 
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.at Helsinki has earned them the condemnation of people 

everywhere who love freedom. 

The, Soviet Union attempts to export a totalitarian 

and repressive form of government, resulting in a 

closed society. Freely expressed ideas, notions of 

loyal opposition, and the free movement of peoples 

challenge their system in basic ways -- and they often 

react to these challenges with oppressive force. 

Some of their characteristics and goals create 

problems for the Soviets themselves. 

Outside their tightly controlled bloc, the 

Soviets have little political compatibility with other 

nations.·. Their cultural bonds with others are few and 

frayed. 
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Their form of gover~ment is becoming increasingly 

unattractive to other nations, so that even Marxist-

Leninist groups no longer look on the Soviet Union as 

IM\ +f4..te_4 
a model to be emulated. 

Many countries are becoming concerned that the 

non-aligned movement is being subverted by Cuba, which 

is obviously closely aligned with and dependent upon 

the Soviet Union for economic sustenance and for 

political and military guidance and direction. 

Although the Soviets have the second largest 

economic system in the world, the rate of growth o.f 

this sytem has reached a very low level, and their 

standard of living does not compare favorably with 

that of other nations with equivalent development. 
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Agricultural production still remains a serious 

problem for the Soviet Union, so that in times of 

averag.e of adverse crop-growing conditions they must 

turn to u's or to other nations for food supplies. 

This assessment shows that we need not be overly 

concerned about our ability to compete and to outperform 

the Soviets. The::ce is certainly no cause for alarm. 

Our military capability is second to none on 

earth; our industrial base and productivity are 

unmatched; our scientific and technological capability 

is superior to all others; our alliances with other 

free nations are strong and growing stronger. We 

are surrounded by friendly neighbors and wide seas. 

Our societal stru-cture is stable and cohesive, and our 

foreign policy is bi-partisan and continuous. 

,. 
)) 
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Americans are pragmatists'· and we approach our problems 

calmly, with common sense and confidence. 

We are also strong because of what we stand for 

as a nation: The realistic chance for every individual 

to build a better life; protection by law and custom 

from arbitrary exercise of government power; the right 

of every individual to speak out,. to participate fully 

in government -- to share political pmver. 

Our philosophy is based on personal freedom·, the 

most powerful of, all idea.s, and our democratic way of 

life warrants admiration and emulation by other people. 

These incandescent principles remain the most 

powerful ideas in the world. They inake us strong. 

And they help make our foreign policy strong. 
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Our work for human rights makes us part of an 

international tide, growing in force. We are 

strengthened by being a part of it. 

lUnerica/ will remain s·trong in the world as long 

as our national policies are true to the principles of 

our people. 

d our 

Mid Asia an 

Because of our political and moral strength, 

we are in a unique posi ti.on to help move the world 

toward. peace.. Our growing economic strength is also 

a major potential influence for the benefit of others. 

Our gross national product exceeds that of all nine 

countries in the European Economic Community, ano 
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is more than twice as gre~t as that of the Soviet 

Union. Additionally, we are now learning how to use 

our resources more wisely, creating a new harmony 

between·our people and our environment. 

Our analysis of American military strength 

also furnishes a b~sis for confidence. 

We know that neither the United States nor the 

Soviet Union can launch a nuclear assault on the other 

without ·SUffering a devastating counterattack which 

could destroy the societal structure of the attacking 

power. 

Although the Soviets have more missile launchers 

and greater throw-weight, the United States has more 

warheads, generally.greater accuracy, more bombers, 
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a more balanced nuclear force, better missile 

submarines and anti-submarine warfare capability. 

A successful SALT agreement will leave both 

nations w.ith equal but lower numbers of missile 

launchers and miss'iles with multiple warheads. We 

envision in SALT III an even grea.ter mutual reduction 

in nuclear weapons. 

It is possible that e.ach side tends to 

·exaggerate the relative military capability of the 

other. Accurate analyses are important as a basis 

for making decisions for the future. 

·The fact is that with essential nuclear equivalence, 

relative conventional force strength has now become 

more important. The military capability of the United 
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States and our Allies is· addquate to meet any foreseeable 

threat. 

False or excessive estimates of Soviet strength 

or of American weakness contributes to the effectiveness 

of Soviet propaganda efforts. 

For example, recent alarming news reports of 

military budget proposals for the U.S. Navy ignored 

the fact that we have the highest defense budget in 

history and that the largest portion of this will go 

to the Navy. \\'hen small coastal vessels are included 

in the totals, the statistics appear to show a Soviet 

advantage in number of ships, but the fact is that in 

United States enjoys a A~-~ 
..l N ,¢.TO ""' II I e.S f'.IW"" -

,Je. ~a cH&t" 
1 • ¥ onC.. S""O Dj0 W\ o f"''oe.. 

TW_0 ___ numerical advantage and
11 
____ ..W. total tonnag.e 

major seagoing warships the 

of warships~ In ~o~~arjng design, technology, 
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engineering, quietness and easy acce-ss to the open 

seas we fare even better. 

Let there be no doubt about our present and 

future strength. It would be a mistake for anyone 

to confuse the healthy self-criticism and free debate 

which are essential in a democracy with confusion., 

weakness or despair. 

What future developments might we expect from 

existing American policy toward the Soviet Union? 

We will maintain a prudent and a sustained 

military spending, keyed to NATO and mobile forces and 

an undiminished presence in the Pacific. ''Je and our 

Allies must be able to meet any foreseeable challenge 

to our security from strategic nuclear forces or from 
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conventional forces. America! has the capability 

to honor this commitment without excessive sa.cri fice 

by the people of our country, and we will do so. 

Looking beyond our alliances, we will try to 

strengthen worldwide and regional organizations 

dedicated to enhancing international harmony, such as 

the United Nations, Organization of American States, 

and the Organi.zation for African Unity. 

We will attempt to prevent the proliferation 

of nuclear weapons among nations not now having this 

capability. 

In Africa we, like our African friends, want to 

see a continent that is free of the dominance of outside 

powers, free of the bitterness of racial injustice, 

free of conflict, and free of the burdens of poverty, 
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hunger and disease. We are convinced that the best 

way to work toward these objectives is through. 

affirma·tive policies that recognize African realities 

and African aspirations. 

The persistent and increasing military involvement 

of the Soviet Union and Cuba in Africa could deny 

this African visioL We are deeply concerned about 

this threat to regional peace and to the autonomy of 

countries within which these foreign troops seem 

permanently to be stationed. 

I urge again that all o·ther powers join us in 

emphasizing works of peace rather than weapons of war 

in their assistance to Africa. Let the Soviet Union 

join us in seeking a peaceful and speedy transition to 

«;"'~ 
majority rule in Rhodesia ®.<\Namibia. Let us see 
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efforts to resolve peacefully the conflicts in Eritrea 

and Angola. Let us all work -- not to divide and se~k 

domination in Africa -- but to help the nations of 

Africa find the fulfillment of their great potential. 

We will honor the legitimate desire of people 

and nations for peace, independence, majority rule, 

equality of opportunity, basic human rights, and 

recognized national boundaries. We will provide aid 

bilaterally and through multinational organizations 

to help the people of other nations toward the realiza-

tion of these hopes. 

We will seek peace, better communication and 

understanding, cultural and scientific exchange, and 

increased trade with the Soviet Union and other nations. 

·-· ..... ·~-----
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We will continue to negotiate constructively and 

persistently with the Soviets for a fair Strategic 

Arms Limitation agreement. We have no desire to 

link this negotiation with other competitive relatiOn-

ships nor to impose other special conditions on the 

process. In a democratic society, however, where 

public opinion is an integral factor in the shaping 

and implementation of foreign policy, we recognize 

that tensions, sharp disputes, or threats to peace 

will complicate the quest for an agreement. This is 

not· a matter of our preference but a recognition of 

fact. 

(,JQ.. 1::"' 0 ~ ;i...o... t-
"there are no ideological victories to be won by 

the use of nuclear weapons. 
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By a combination of adequate American strength, 

of quiet self-restraint in the use of that strength, 

of a refusal to believe in the inevitability of war, 

and of a patient persistent development of more 

ho'P4- ~ 
peaceful alternatives, we ~ eventuallyAlead inter-

national society into a more stable and hopeful state 

of affairs. 

Together, world leaders can work to forge a 

sustained peace in the world. This can be our greatest 

achievem~nt. 

# 
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